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USG hopefuls debate crime records 
By Miguel Alba 
Staff Writer 
When the polls open on 
Wednesday. party leadE:rs in 
the Undergr;.duate Student 
Government elections will 
speculate w~at effect a i'ilport 
on candidates' criminal 
records will have on the out-
come of the race. 
Of the 57 candida t.es running, 
six senatorial candidates have 
been convicted of criminal 
('barges, fOllr from the 
progress Party and two from 
the First party. The NeXT 
presidential and vice 
Blood drive 
falls short 
of pint goal 
By Wayne Wallace 
Entertainment EdJlor 
Southern Illinois hospitals 
and blood bank .. will SOI,n b.:! 
2,071 pints richer thanks to 
"SIU-C Gives," the Univer-
sity's spring !)10!1d drive held 
last week in the Student 
Center. 
Although the University fell 
429 pints short of in; 2,5OV-IJint 
goal, Vivian Ugent, bJ"oo dr.ve 
;!oordinator, said she is 
"leased with the student 
Wr"oout and the imprwed 
community attitude toward 
donaw.g. 
•• And! want to give credit to 
the students on the blood drive 
committee who did an ex-
cellent job of llfomoting the 
idea that giving b!ood is fun," 
she "aid. 
"Most blood drives are a 
somber occasion, with donors 
lying there looking worried," 
Ugentsald. "This campus does 
a marvelow< job of creating a 
lighter atmospiiere with the 
clc..ms and videos in the 
See BLOOD, Page 5 
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Gus says no matter what 
blood type students a.e, SIU 
always gets a positive 
turnout. 
presidential party candidates 
also were convicted of 
criminal charges. 
Brian Hawkins, the First 
Party vice presidential can-
didate, said !l candi:iate's 
criminal bacltground should 
inflUE::JCe student voting. 
Hawkins said the nature of 
some of the charges against 
candidates reflects "a lack of 
responsibility" on their part. 
Althougb Berlando Drake, 
convicted of disorderly con-
dud, and Robert Broz, con-
victed of underage possession 
of alcohol, are both running as 
senators under the First Party 
Guitar man 
ticket, Hawkins said these 
particular convicti< lS are 
"normal, everyday oc-
currences" and, in his opinion. 
were not offensive. 
Brian Skinner, ~ NeXT 
Party presidential candidate 
and cllITt'nt USG chief of staff, 
said he did not think students 
would be influenced by the 
information and questioned 
the purpose of its publication. 
Skinner plead guilty to one 
count of obstructing a pollce 
oificer and two COImts of 
driving while his license was 
suspended. Skinner said there 
w'ere mitigating cir-
lonnie Brooks raises the roof Friday at Fred '$ dance bam In 
,Qlnbria cUIng an Intense swamp rock solo. Brooks pIa)Ied 
10 a crowd 01 400 blues ~ 8CCORIng to Don MoIz, 
the concert's promoter. Brooks Is an Arllgator Records 
recording atIst Story page 7. 
cumstanees involved. 
"Just because I made an 
error doesn't mean I don't 
have an interest in the student 
body," Skinner said. "We're 
talking about the past Why 
shculd that keep someone from 
doing what they want to do if 
given the opportunity,?" 
Skinner said he believed he 
is a better candidate because 
he has learned from his 
mistake. "Everyone makes 
mistakes," he said. 
Skinner said the \..'OJlviction 
did not represent an inability 
to serve in the student 
government, addbg that be is 
eligible to run as a candidate' 
under USG constitutional 
rules. 
Charles Hagerman l the NeXT Party vice presioential 
candidate and current 
chairman of the USG c0m-
mittee for internal affairs; was 
convicted of driving under ;be 
infiuence of Alcohol 
"Students have a r.ght to 
know. It's public informatillll," 
Hagerman said. "It has to be 
taken into considP.ratillll, but 
it's up to each individual to 
decide." 
SeeUSG,Par,r..5 
Winning attorney 
speaks on abortion 
By Nora Bentley 
and Fernando Fellu-Moggi 
StaffWritenI 
Sarah Weddington. winning 
attorney from the Roe vs. 
Wade case, said she believes 
Roe vs. Wade will be modified 
by the Supreme Court 
"There will never be a 
consensus on the issue 
(abortion)," Weddington said 
at a press conference Sunday 
at the Student Cenw. 
"The legal question is who 
gels to make ~ final decision 
- the government or the 
state," she said. "There will 
always be public Mi.late 3bout 
the religious aspect, par-
ticularly of the issue of 
abortion." 
"The SUpreme Court could 
ovenu.'n Roe VI(. Wade," 
Weddir.gton said. hi frankly do 
not think that's the most likely 
scenario. Partially, because 
the court generally does not do 
18Ckiegree turns. 
"They could uJ>hold Roe vs. 
Wade, I \Jfoold like to hope lor 
that, and must honestly say I 
don't think that is the most 
likely' scenario. And they could 
modify it, &«l they could say 
there is a rig!.t of privacy." 
Weddington said. 
Although the Supreme Court 
may still support the right of 
privacy, stipulations may 
apply, she said. The court 
couid say they believe in the 
spirit of the trimester aJ>-
proach, which also could give 
the state power to regulate 
abortion. 
This would give the states 
more leeway.' Weddington 
said. 
An overturn or modification 
of Roe YS. Wade would take the 
issue back to the state 
See ABOR11ON, Page 5 
Library support group 
honors Gray for seJVice 
By Alicia Hili 
StaffWIiter 
Former Congressman 
Kenneth J. Gray was honored 
Sunday by SIU-C's library 
support groop for his years 01. 
pub1icservice and the gift of 
Ins papers and pbotographs to 
thelibrarj. ' 
" , Gray was awarded, the 
Friend's of Morris ub.-ary 
Association's "Friends,of the 
Friends Award" during the 
: association's annual dinner' at 
the Student Center. 
Gray's gift comes in two 
parts, written al\d pictoral. 
According to' Gray, the 
written material includes an 
estimated 1.2 million papers of 
correspoodence that Gray 
received during his 12 terms as 
Congressman of the 22nd 
s;or.gressionalDistricL 
. 'Included in this 
correspondeoce are over Z? ,OlIO 
letters from area' coal miners 
in regard to the 1972 Black 
Lung Law that. be estabhsbed. 
According' to Kennetb 
PetertlOD, , dean 01. library 
affairs, the papers will ·be 
widely used for historical 
Sae GRA'( Page 5 
Four winners share largest'lottery prize 
CHICAGO (UP!) - Four 
players matched all six Lotto 
numbers and will share the 
record $68 million jackpot, 
Illinois StalL Lottery officials 
announced Sunday. 
The winners' names will be 
announced as they come 
!orward, Lottery director 
Sharon Sharp, said. 
The winning L')tio numbers 
drawn Saturday night were 3, 
14. 32,40,46, 54. 
When tlle firal figures are in, 
the grand prize .:ould swell 
even higher to $69 million. 
Sharp said. The exact figure, 
however. will not be known 
until Monday, she said. 
The size of the jackpot is tied 
by law to the volume of ticket 
sales - half of the money 
colle.!ted goes into the prize 
pool. Tbe more tickets sold, the 
biggt:lr the prize. The four 
winners will receive 20 ~mJual 
installments of at least 
$862,000. 
"We have to process more 
than 112 million munbers -
and that's a lot of nUDlbers," 
Sharp said. 
Two of the winning tickets 
were sold in the Chicago 
metropolitan area and the 
other two winners were 
punched in Swthem Illinois 
and the W(1St ct!fltral part of the 
state, Sharp Sllid. 
"The four players will 
~ive a~tely $17.5 
miliion apiece," sbe said, 
"which, 01 course, exceeded 
all 01 our dreams." 
Sharp said it was unlikely 
any 01. the winners would come 
forward on Sunday. With all 
the excitement of the record 
prize, they could face a few 
roadblocks even if they tried. 
In addition to the four grand 
prize winners, 1,220 players 
matched five of the six 
numbers to win 2,316.50 each 
and 73.452 hit four numbers 
and won $76.50. 
How Important Is One Vote? 
- In 1695. one vote gave Oliver Cromwel control of England. 
-In 1649. one vote caused a.ades I of England to be 
_ecuted. 
-In 1776. one vote gave America the Englisb 1anguage Instead 
olGaman. 
-In 1845. one vote brought T_ into the Union. 
• In 1868. one vote ..vecI President Andrew Johnson &om 
impeachment. 
·In 1875, one vote changed France &om • monarchy to • 
Republic. 
·In 1876. one vote s.ve Ruthaford B. Hayes presidenqJ of 
the United States. 
·In 1923, one vote s.ve Adolf Hider leadership of the NazI 
party • 
• In 1941. one vote _ved Selective Servk:e-just weeks before 
Pead Harbor __ .ttacked. 
Get Involved April 19th 
Vote In the Student Elections! 
Polling Locations: 
acommunication Building. Lentz. Trueblooda ' .Student Center. Tech BuiiOing • Law Building .Grinnel 
1/4 Pounder ~~n~~o:r~~:'~ e.s::' !i tenseil up?~'; .un the larest, f.,' ~. powerful Stn1SS buslBn;. 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19 
7-8:30PM 
Mssissippi Room, SIU CerJIa' wI cheese 
only 99( 
Campus McDonald's 
Only 
EXPIRES 4-20-89 
McDonald-S AlSO,ICECREAM 
• • ® CONES,29¢ 
For individual 
coon5eling. 
536-4441 
SPRIN(if£S1 '89 
A Fall 1988 survey slouws!hat SIUC Iludenls who 
drink and get drunk are 9 times more likely 10 engage 
irt sexual activity they regret than IludenIs who drink 
responsibly. 
APRil 17·21 IS 
AIDS AWARENESS WEEK 
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H.IVV 
H. Ivy is a risk taker. It engages 
in sex frequently with many 
different partners and scoffs at 
safe-sex practices. H. Ivy appears 
friendly and fun-but watch out-if 
this beast contifliJes to roam, we 
may all end up extinct like its 
ancestor, ;. Rex. 
Uoes this 'Safari Beast' remind you oi yourself 
or one of your friends? 
SOME: PeOPLE: E:NJO'{ A DRINK •• 
NOBODY eNJOYS A DRUNK 
S.o.S. IS part of YOI.o' Student HeaJlh Program's wcnness Ccnl<>r 
,DSKfi •• il 
world/nation 
Spanish ambassador killed; 
home bombed by artillery 
BEffiUT, Lebanon (UPI) - The Spanish ambassador's 
residence was hit in an artillery exchange between Moslem 
militias and Christian troops, killing the ambassador, two of his 
relatives and a bodyguard and wounding his wife and two 
children, police and hospital sources said, Police said at least 2S 
people were killed and 140 wounded Sunday, bringing the death 
toll for a month of fighting to more than 250. 
Crisis tapers, curfew later in Soviet Georgia 
MOSCOW (UPI) - Authoritit!S shortened the curfew in Tbilisi 
by two hours Sunday and began removing troops from the 
Georgian capital in an eaz.iug of Soviet leader Mikhail Gor-
bachev's worst nationalist crisis since he came to power. The 
slow return to normalcy in the southern Caucasus republic came 
a week after 19 people were killed in a clash between Soviet 
security forces and Georgian nationalist demonstrators ad-
vocating independence from Moscow. 
Poles remember Katyn massacre of officers 
GDANSK, Poland (UPI) - Tbousands of Poles attended a 
mass Sunday to mark the 49th anniversary of the massacre of 
4,500 Polish officers believed to have been killed by Stalin's 
secret polic.e in the Soviet forest of Katyn, and a pro-Solidarity 
priest urged worldwide condemnation of the slaughter. The Rev. 
Henryk Jankowski, priest to Solidarity trade union founder Leeb 
Walesa, said Moscow should release documents dealing with the 
killing of a total of 15,000 Polish officers . 
Earthquake measuring 6.7 rocks rural China 
BEUING (UP!) - A strong earthquake measuring 6.7 on the 
Richter scale rocked a remote mountain region of western China 
at dawn Sunday, collapsing d~ of homes and leaving at least 
four people dead, authorities said. The earthquake struck ne:!r 
Batang, a county town on an upper bibutary of the Yantgze 
River in western Sichuan province on its border with Tibet the 
State SelSmologieal Bureau in Beijing reported. The quake was 
felt as far away as Litang, a .f:OWn 70 miles to the east. 
Afgan rebels stall supply trucks to Kabul 
KABUL, Afghanistan (UP!) - Authorities Mid Sunday a 
Kuwaiti military adviser to Afghan guerrillas will be put on trial, 
and reportP-d rebel blockades of the overland lifeline to the Soviet 
border stalled ~ of trucks \\/jth supplies for Kabul for a 
. ' third day. Mohammad NabiAmani, a spokesman for the Soviet-
backed government in Kabul, also reported continued fighting 
around the southern city of Kandahar and the eastern towns of 
Khost and JaJalabad near Pakistan. 
Uruguay votes on military amnesty referendum 
MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay (UPI) - Uruguayan voters Sunday 
considered a referendum OIl whether to repeal an amnesty 
covering about 180 officers suspected of torturing political 
prisoners in the 19708 and 1980s. Despite 'a light rainfall, long 
lines formed at ~ booths in schools, movie theaters and 
public buildings m Montevideo, site of half the electorate. The 
referendum is .. culmination 01. 21 months 01. effort, mainly by 
left-wing parties and relatives of prisoners who were tortured, 
killed or disappeared under military rule from 1973 to 1985. 
Chinese plea for democracy during mourning 
BEUING (UPI) - Chinese students combined expressions 01. 
grief with calls for democracy Sunday, mourning the death 01. 
former Communist Party chief Hu Yaobang with black arm-
bands, wreaths in Beijing'. main square and poster tributes on 
city car.apuses. Hu's death Saturday apparenUy has stirred some 
Chinese campuses more than at any time smce nationwide 
student protests two years ago that led to Hu's ouster as general 
secretary of the Chinese Communist Party. 
state 
Fire destroys part of Chicago's River North 
CmCAGO (UPJ) - Arson was suspected Sunday in a fll'e that 
reduced 'lIle-square block of the fashionable River North area to 
a smoldering shell and destroyed irreplaceable artwork valued 
as higb as $50 million. The fire was still burning in spots Sunday, 
more than 24 hours after it first began in at least three areas of 
the four·building complex. 
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Groups, individuals pitch in,to clean Carbondale 
Local volunteer 
response better 
than in the past 
By Jackie Spinner 
Staff Writer 
Community volunt:i:!ers 
picked up 14,~ pounds of 
trash Saturday from Car-
bondale streets and lots as 
part of Carbondale Clean and 
Green's 2nd Annual Spring 
Clean-up in Turley Park. 
Scout -troops, sororities, 
fraternities, clubs and in-
dividuals topped last year's 
total of 2,231 pounds, while 
they enjoyed free hot dogs, soft 
drinks and frozen custard. 
"We did a better job of 
getting the word out," Coor-
dina tor Jeanne Foster said. 
VIe really donf care 
about the competition. 
Were just happy to 
work with the other 
fraternities. " 
The more than 500 volun-
teers brought discarded auto 
parts, broken fans, and litter 
to Turley Park, where the 
trash was weighed and placed 
in a garbage truck. 
Participants give a helping hand In the Carbondale Clean and 
Green Spring Clean-up at Turley p;t1( Saturday morning. ThIs 
Slall Photo by Ben M. Kufrin 
yea(s collection was 14,665 pounds, surpassing last year's total of 
2,231 pounds. 
Recyclable litter such as 
gla$s. newspaper and 
aluminum cans were 
separated into barrels painted 
with the recycling symbol for 
Clean and Gr~n's Recycling 
Awareness Day. 
Members of the Illinois 
National Guard provided 
transportation to the various 
lots and streets to be cleaned. 
..It's terrific," FOfter said. 
"rm real pleased with the 
r~ponse." 
-Pi Kappa Alpha worker, 
Chas Russell, said the Greeks 
participated to "help out the 
community." 
As an extra incentive, 
fraternities competed among 
each other to collect the most 
Moving Box Sale 
~~. 
Book Box 1.5 cu. ft. 9se 7ge 
3 cu. ft. Box 1.49 1.19 
4.5 cu. ft. Box 1.90 1.75 
Dish Barrall Box _ 2.95 2.39 
Wardrobe Box 7.65 6.25 ' 
50 ft. Rope 2.95 2.45 
Tape 2"x55 yds. 2.15 1.50 
SUPPLY lIMITED-OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 30:89 
MAKE YOUR RESERVATION 
NOW FOR APRIL & MAY 
The Best Truck Money Can Buy 
a ~ m~l~ E-Z RENTAL CENTeR & " ~  
RYDER TRUCK RENTAL 
1817 W_ Sycamore C'daIe, IL. 457-4127 or 549-4922 
'RESERVE YOUR MOVING TRUCK NOWr 
USBFOSTAl ~CENTER 
-Private Mail Boxes -Stamps & Meter 
-Airborne Express -Notary Public 
-UPS - Answering Service 
-DHL -Business Cards 
-Express MaD -Stationary & Envelopes 
-Federal Express ·Rubber Stamps 
-Emery -Copies 
-International MalliDg .yyping 
.Facsimile • Resumes 
549-1438 -Fruit Baskets & Parcels 
Shipping, Packing Supplies & Local Deliveries. 
700 S. IL, Avenue 
Carbondale, IL 62901 
Phone S4~-1300 
locateu in 
Borgsmill.er Travel 
trash. 
"We don't really care about 
the competition, " Russell said. 
"We're just happy to work 
with the other fraternities." 
Pi Alpha Kappa collected the 
most trash, 3,921 pot.nds, to 
capture the campus collector 
category. 
Jean Paratore, University 
Clean and Green committee 
chairwoman, said "Since the 
frats are out this year, things 
are going really good." 
Carbondale Community 
High School freshmen Kf lly 
Hoffmann and Erin Hickam 
helped collect garbage with 
the oceanography club. 
"It's nice doing stuff for the 
environment," Hoffmann said. 
Hickam added that young 
people should help out the 
community more often. 
CCHS Environmentalists 
finished second in the com-
munity group category behind 
the Coordinated Youth 
Program, which collected 
3,525 pounds. 
Children enrolled in the Kids 
for Conservation program 
received a free tree seedling 
during the cleanup, along with 
children Signing up for the 
program Saturday. 
£~-r JOSTEN V~ 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
THAT 
WERE ORDERED 
IN FEBRUARY 
ROM THE JOSTE 
REPRESENTAT.IVE 
ARE·: READY 
FOR YOU 
TO PICKUP 
AT THE 
UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE ~~;=-' Ii ~/// -
;j "'.:::t::;!:I'" 
'1!': ~~-
VV """"'c~r 
Sl6·Uti 
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DttiJy~ 
Opinion & Commentary 
Student~. ~ ~ EcIItaMI .... _. "- c.nt.; AuocIaIe 
EcIItDotII ..... _.~G*e'.-;Act1n8 ........... EdIW. w ............... 
Band-Aid won't cure 
the ills of education 
ALTHOUGH A TAX increase for the sake of education 
wJUld be an unlikely gift from the state Legislature this 
year, there are two bills under consideration by the 
General Assembly that holds some hope for funding 
Illinois schools and universities on the one hand, and 
restraining the soaring tuition for higher education on the 
other. 
"Fund Education First," a bill cosponsored by Sen. Jim 
Rea, D-Christopher, would require that at least 50 percent 
of new general revenue.money would go to education ea<i' 
year. What tlJif. cruld mean for higher education is an 
additional $35.5 million next year. 
If, that is, Gov. James R. Thompson's proposed tobacco 
tax increase passes and the revenues raised by this tax are 
as rosy as Thompson says. 
The other piece of legislation is the Keane Bill which 
would tie tuition increases to the education price index. 
The Illinois Board of Higher Education said the index has 
hovered in the 4 percent range for the last three years. 
THIS LAW would put an end to the huge tuition increases 
which lllinois universities have imposed on students over 
the last two years. . 
Under the direction of House Speaker Michael Madigan, 
D-Cbicago, the House failed to consider Thompson's 
proposed income tax increase last year. And this year, as 
the guvernor proposes a politically safer tobacco tax, 
Madigan's spokesman signaled tentative disapproval of 
this tax as well as "FlL'ld Education First" and the Keane 
Bill. 
Pointing out that the Legislature scraped up enough 
money for a 7 percent faculty and staff pay raise last year 
without resorting to .a tax increase, Steve Brown, 
Madigan's spokesman,t said the budget should be 
"sturiied" to see if mere money could be devoted ro 
education. l 
Brown said "The governor, who likes to raise taxes, 
wwid come ~ck. at us with a (p~pose;d income. tax in-
; ....... t":~):· 
IN OTHER WORDS, Madigan is afraid that if he gives 
Thompson an inch, the governor will ask for a mile. Ap-
parently. higher education in Illinois is at the mercy of this 
sort of frivolous political considera tion. 
The fact that Illinois ranks near the bottom of the list for 
new state money for education seems not to bother 
Madigan, or the Illinois Chamber of Commerce, 
Madigan's only powerful ally in last year's tax increase 
battle. 
Earlier this month, mHE Director Richard D. Wagner 
said that "Fund Education First" would provide only half 
of the money that the board has requested for higher 
education, and while the bill would supply more money 
than Thompson's budget, money allocated for education 
would remain woefully low. 
BUT NEITHER of these bills will pull higher education 
out of the (lownward spiral into which the Legislature has 
sent it. It seems that only an income tax increase could do 
that. 
While "Fund Education First" would bring additional 
money to education this year, Brown noted that years in 
which the state has httle or no additional revenues, the bill 
would require little or nothir.g for education funding. . 
And while the Keane bilI mIght slow rising tuition costs, 
the down side is that if the Legislature continues its 
;ukewarm support of higher education, public universities 
,night be cut to pieces by administrators who are left with 
no where to turn for the money that fuels their institutions. 
So while there is some good and bad in both of these bills, 
they are merely Band-Aids that might slow, but won't stop 
the blood that is pouring from the wounds of Illinois higher 
education. The bills cannot replace a substantial increase 
in subsidies from the state that would be supplied by a 
modest income tax increase. 
Editorial Policies 
SIgnact MIcIeI. ~ letterll. viewpolnta and olher CO·111ll6nlllriell. r6llect the 
opr.ianII of 1IIW 8UIhonI ont)'. Unaigned editorials represant II consensus 01 the 
DaItt Egyptian EdiloriaiBoard. whose members are the atudent editor-ln-dlief. the 
edIIoiIaI PIIIiIII editor. the aaaociate editOtial page editor. II newa ataff membar, the 
facIAIy rnanagWIg editor and II School of JoumaIiam faculty member. 
l8Itera eo the editor may be submitted by mall or direc1ly to the e.JitoriaI page 
edIor. Room 1247. CommunicaIlOna Bulding. l.At\t8ftIlhOuId be typewritten and 
double spaced. Allettera are aubj6ct to editing and wiI be limited 110 600 warda. 
l..eIIera of '- than 250 worda wii. i,p gNtII1 preference for publicatiOn. Sludenta 
must IdIInIIfy lMmseivell by Class arJ major. faculty member8 by IWlk and 
~~8taffbypoailjooanddepart",ent. 
I..ett8I'8 IUbmiIteCI by mail Should include the author's address and teIeI'hone 
r.umber. t.sttera for which verifi.:;alion 01 authorship camot be made will not bP 
p'~. 
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·,AND OF TIlt 1.500 CANDIDATtS 
WHO RAt-t ffiR rnt C0N6Rt§ OF 
PEOPLE'S Dtrums, 1.312 GOf 
MONEY Ff<GM IHf NRA! . 
DE should examine' platforms 
Well, well,. I'm Ill)t the only Iknowallthecandidatesare posed ablility to use 
one being persecuted for using mass transit as part of parliamentary procedure, took 
having a criminal record and their platform and have no Juliana Taylor's place as chair 
running for office. idea of what is happening of CIA, has stirred up several 
Anotht>r year has come for except for what they read in RSOs and is now running 
the student government the DE. again. Are you tryir.g to push 
elec~ons and the DE has How do the NeXT and your way into office? 
nothing betf:er. to write al:out Progress parties propose to Mr. Skinner has done his job 
than the cnmmal records of impfement this mass transit as chief of staff to his fullest 
those seeking office. How petty system when they ha ve had extenl If the other parties are 
can the DE be? nothing to do with mass transit blaming him for the lack of 
I would think that the DE since it,s conception. productivity from a few 
would rather report about the Mr. Hildebrand, how are you commissions then thev should 
~ck of experience the can- alone with your supposed be blaming those apathetic 
didates have, what they have connections going tc get a tax individuals who were placed 
done to help students, or the increase to support by Mr. Skinner. 
conflicts in the candidates educational funding? There 
platfO!"lDS. have been two student protests The only ones who have done 
I f~~ure that if the DE is to Springtield and you didn't anything for the students in the 
goinp: to be the first to put down participate in either one of past year are: John Grigas, 
a candidate for what they've them. chair of the academic affairs 
done in the past then I If anyone was smart enough commission; Kwangee. Lee, 
shouldn't feel bad about giving to read the newspapers. ti1ey'ci former chair of the f~DCial 
m~~tive comments. know that the Springfield jCommittee; Kris Fabian, chair 
.. ~ the First Party has no legislators are already lob- 'of the student welfare com-
expenence whatsoever to be bying for an education funding mission; and a member of the \ 
considered for cand;dacy. increase. Mass Transit Committee, 
They say that none of the If the Progressive Student Drayton Roose; Bill and Susan 
commissions are doing their Organization and Bill Hall Hall with financial aid and 
jobs. Well wbatabout the Mass couldn't convince the Board of public relations; Matt 
Transit Committee? I suppose Trustees to not raise tuition,'.- Mongold, David MadIener, and 
they've dooe nothing all year. how are you going to? I sur;: myself with mass transit; 
If it weren't for those students pose you'd say you have Brian Skinner as chief of staff; 
involved in that committee connections there .too,! Why and the student government 
then mass transit wouldn't be haven't you done· 8Jl)'thing secretaries. 
at the·state and local govern- yet? " Only two people who have 
mentlevelthatitis today. . ' done anything are running fur 
The First Party has taken On to Chuck Hagerman and office. Bill Hall and Brian 
the idea of park and ride his antics of a power control in Skinner. If I had to endorse 
shuttle from the M.a:ss Transit the senate. Mr. Hagerman lost any party at all, I'd endorse 
Committee's prO(.>osOO system last year in the bId for the the NeXT party for Brian's 
and used it on It.eir platform. presidency, did not attend professionalism in filling the 
They have no idt:a oi what the school this fall semester, positions on the co:nmittees 
committ:e is doing with mass jumped back into the spring and commissions. - Marvin 
transit . semester, flaunted his sup- Tanner, sophmore, pre-law. 
Heavy metal doesn't nurture intellect 
I am writmg this in response 
to an article that appeared in 
the Apnl7l.isue of the DE. The 
letter, which was wrtitten by 
Mike Edwards, was a poor 
attempt to persuade SIU to 
sign more metal bands to play 
at the Arena. 
First, I would like to state 
that this is the most asinine 
request I've ever heard. The 
last thing this school needs is 
tl sign more higb-schoolish 
bands with their screaming 
lyncs! which don't require any 
tbougbt to write nor do they 
provoke thought after they are 
Simg. 
I don't like to stereotype, but 
it seems the only individuals 
who stand up and praise this 
type oi chaotic music are 
pinheads who lack purpose. 
If this school were to sign 
more shows at the Arena let 
them be groups with a theme 
to their music, such as R.E.M' I 
who put 011 a great show ana 
also stressed the point of their 
music. 
We need bands like the 
Moody Blues, Elton John, Paul 
Simon, John Cc.u.gar, CSNY, 
and many other bands who 
don't promote the get high and 
womanizing lllessages ~ other 
bands. 
If you want to see more 
metal blinds then go back to 
your high school. If you choose 
to stay at SIU-C then develop 
an intellecl 
After all. it was Mike Ed-
wards who said "Man nothing 
steps on my buzz more than a 
lack oi variety. I've banged 
my bead from Bangledesh to 
San Bernidino and I'm still 
jammin." 
Now I don't know what it is 
like to have my buzz stellPed 
O'l, but if it is variety thaf you 
want, I don't think we need to 
add anymore metal bands to 
thEI 12 that we've had in the 
past year or so. 
As fa: as banging your head, 
maybe you shrwd go to 
Bangledesh or &n Bernidino 
and quit bothering us people 
who have minds. - Brad 
Seifert, freshman, psychology. 
Red Cross says thanks for student fund raising 
The students from SIU that 
helped on the Red Cross 
calling camJ)aign were: Angel 
Flight mOTC} , Sigma Phi 
Epsilon Fraternity, Delta Chi 
Fraternity, and Gamma beta 
Phi Honor SOCiety. Our ha ts off 
to these groups for giving of 
their time to nelp for a worthy 
cause. 
The American Red Cross 
does help families that have 
bad a fire in our area and other 
areas. They give aid and help 
to military families, and are 
available in disasters. 
So aU of the money that is 
r~'eived is used for many 
things that are part of our 
every day life. Thank you. -
Jeannette O'Brien, public 
relations chairperson. 
American Red Cross. 
Rebels report Iraq deporting 
Kurdish residents to camps 
ATHENS, Greece(UPI)-A 
Kurdish rebel group said 
Sunday that Iraq is planning to 
send .'esidents of a Kurdish 
city in northern Iraq to con-
centration camps as part of a 
move to create a secilrity zone 
along the country's borders. 
A spokesman iol' the 
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan, 
headed by Jala1 Talabani, said 
the Kurdish leader made an 
appeal to the international 
community after peo;lle in the 
city of Qala Diza received 
notice from the authorities to 
prepare for deportation by 
Mayl. 
Talabani heads a rebel force 
of some 25,000 Pesbmergas or 
guerrillas, who have fought 
Iraqi troops for more than a 
decade with hanian assistance 
since h18Ei. The PUK is seeking 
autonomy for an estimated ~ 
million Kurds:n northern iraq. 
Qala Diza, about 225 miles 
north of Baghdad, lies about 10 
miles from the Iranian border, placned deportations, the 
and the move to deport its source said. 
Kurdish inhabitants appeared The military authc..rities then 
to be part of Iraqi government used bullduzers to raze the 
attempts to create a securty houses in the neighborhood, 
zone. making several thousand 
Military authorities were people homeless, he said. 
planning to deport the people A three-man delegation from 
to camps in the southern Iraq Qala Diza visited Baghdad to 
desert near the borders with meet Hussein and appeal to 
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, the him to reverse the order, but 
PUK spokesman said, and he refused to see them, the 
handed out leaflets last month PUK spokesman said. The 
ordering neariy 120,000 people delegation "is still in Bagli-
of Qala Diza and nearby areas dad," he said. 
to prepare for deportation. Plans to create a "security 
. I zone" 14 miles wide along the 
'!'he leaflets said peop e borders began in 1978. The belt 
bemg mo~ed would be allowed was designea to stretch along 
to tak~ ~~ly .Vtry personal Iraq's borders with Syria, 
belongmgs ~Ith them, the Turkey and Iran, the PUll: 
PUK source said. source said 
On April 6, several people in . 
the Azadi neighborhood of - The destruction of Kurdish 
Qala Diza began a hunger villages has left close to 2 
strike to prorest the move. million Kurds homeless, and 
Anti-government slogans cities in the region are 
appeared on the walls of crowded with refuge-'s, tt.e 
houses urging a halt to the rebel sources said. 
GRAY, from Page 1 
research purposes. 
Gray is also granting access 
to his pictoral gallery which 
the l' :uversity will duplicate. 
The gallery includes an 
estimated 10,000 pictures 
spanning the terms of eight 
presidents. 
According to Gray, pictures 
of President Lyndon B. 
Johnson landing at a local 
airport, and President John F'. 
Kennedy in Harrisburg are 
characteristic of his collection. 
Gray, a Democrat from 
West Frankfort, was first 
elected to Congress in 1954 at 
age 24. 
He served continually until 
1974, at which time he retired 
::dicar:::l1:ms~eca.use of 
He was re-elected ~ 1984 ,and 
served until 1987, at which 
time be declined to run for re-
election.. 
Also at the dinner, the 
Friend's organization awarded 
four writers with its Delta 
Awards. The awards recognize 
Southern Illinois writers and 
those who write about 
Southern Illinois. 
Robert J. Hastings of 
Springfield, was honored in 
both categories for his 
description the years when he 
grew up in Marion durir..g the 
~~~7i~0~ ~ S=M~~ 
and "A Penny's Worth of 
Minced Ham." 
, .JobD S. Jackson III. dean of 
tht:. College of Liberal Arts, 
was honored for his con-
tributions to the study of 
American politics. His work 
includes extensive writings for 
scholarly journals on U.S. 
political trends. He co-
authored "Presidential 
Nominations and Primaries." 
Betty Lou Mitchell, an 
assistant professor of Englis~ 
was hooored for her book 
"Deiyte Morris of Southern 
Illinois University," which 
chronicles the growth of the 
University from a small 
teacher's college into a major 
research institution. 
James Richard Russo, an 
associate professor of English, 
was honored for his con-
tributions to American fiction. 
Rt.:sso is the -author 'of twO 
successfui novels, "The Risk 
Pool" and "Mohawk." 
BLOOD,' from Page 1----
canteen..' ·the Missouri-IllinoiS region, 
Ugent said this positive tTgentsaili. 
attitude toward giving is As' for the University of 
responsible for tile high Missouri's challenge to collect 
nWAber of first-time donors, more blood than SIU's 2,071 
282, who showed up during the pints, Ugent said SfiJ-C has an 
week-long drive. excellent chance of remaining 
More than 236 people showed 
up to give at the drive, but 
were deferred for medical 
reasons, U gent said. She added 
that cold and flu season 
probably prevented most of 
thes .. people from dona ting. 
Nearly 1,000 pints d blood a 
day are utilized by more than 
140 hospitals throughout the 
victorious. 
"They had a blood drive at 
the end of March and only got 
1,942 pints. That's 129 less than 
we just got," she said. "But it's 
a very healthy and friendly 
competition that does the 
community a lot of good." 
SIU-C was crowned the 
nation'!! No 1 IU'hool for 
peacetime donations in 1986 
after collecting 3,706 pints, a 
record which still remains 
unbroken, Ugentsaid. 
The University collected 
2,.,H pints in last November's 
blood drive, meaning "SIU-C 
Gives" saw a decrease in 270 
donors. 
The next on-eampus drive 
will take place at the end of 
June, Ug~t said. All donors 
who participated in "SIU-C 
Gives" will again be eligible to 
give again. ha\'ing waited the 
customary eight weeks. 
ABORTION, from Page 1---
legislature, and the kind of 
political OTf~anizing that was 
happening before 1973 will be :rr.nmg again, Weddington 
When asked what she felt the 
coosequences of the Webster 
case will be, Weddington said. 
"My best guess, and it is a 
gufSS, is that the court will 
mOOily Roe VB. Wade. That 
they will say there is a right of 
privacy, because if they said 
there's not, it overturns a 
whole line of r.:l~ I don't think 
they want to overturn. " 
Many of the members of the 
Supreme Court are state-
rights judge; and are more 
willing to giv~ the states more 
leeway, she said "And that is 
why I worry it will be 
modified." 
"The impart of that will 
~~uoc;~~,,~ ::~~! ~ 
wide I){ a leeway they give the 
state. If all they do is say that a 
state can regulate reasons for 
abortion after liability as a 
practical matter, it will have 
almost no impact at all," 
Weddington said. 
"rr they open the floodgates 
for state legislation, it could 
have major impact in terms of 
acceptability of abortion," she 
said. 
USG, from Page 1-----
"As far as we know, every 
student running ('ould have a 
criminal record ;n anoUler 
county," Hagerman td.;d. "But 
we just know about tht. ones in 
Jackson County." 
Hagerman said ti:at 
student!; should also take intI> 
consideration a candidate's 
performance record in other 
areas such as academ!cs, 
involvement in student 'lC-
tivities and citations and 
awards for service. 
Tim Hildebrand. the 
Progress Party presidential 
candidate, said the in-
formation pt::-.... ii!ed to a 
person's private life ar,d that It 
was wrong to have been made 
public. 
"I don't think it will pia} a 
big part (in the elections) at 
all," Hildebrand said. 
"Sometimes people have to 
learn from their mistakes." 
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Nation's second worst hospital fire remembered 
Effingham blaze nE"Ct~d all floors. It was when the fire began. 
speculated that the' fresh ~int The second floor nursery was the scene of Authorities estimated three 
claimed 77 lives ~:d~ar~~~ h~af:ged~~ carnage, as well as heroics. At least 13 =esth:e;~e n~v~bb~o:~~: 
40 years ago overco~e an automatic ex- infants in their cribs and a young nurse, who the building's inner floors had 
By Tim Crosby 
Student Writer 
Shortly before midnight 40 
years ago this month, fire 
broke out as St. Anthony's 
Hospital in the ea~t central 
IIIino's town of Effingham. 
Three hours later. 77 people 
were dead in ,t.e nation's 
secund worst hospital fire. 
Though April 6. 1949, was a 
night of tragedy. it also was 
one of heroism and even joy. It 
also was '>ne that Marilyn Houl 
wili never forget. . 
Hout '¥orked at St. An-
thony's after school and on 
weekends as a nurJe's aide. 
She had left the hospital for her 
home four blocks away just a 
few hours before the fire 
began. 
"Mv father \"orked at the 
police station and he called 
home and told u£ the hospital 
was on fire." Hout said. "We 
went down there right away." 
Hout said by the time they 
arrIved, the entire hospital 
was engulfed in flames. 
"It was a very fast fire and 
we all knew immediately that 
it was a tragedy." she said. 
All accounts agreed that the 
mysterious fire started in the 
newlv painted basement of the 
Ca tliolic-run hospital and 
quickly swept through the 
laundry chutes that conn-
Accuracy Desk 
The Daily Egyptian has 
established an accuracy desk 
because staff members un· 
derstand the need to provide 
accurate information to their 
readers. If readers spot an 
error, they can call 536-3311. 
extension 233 or 22\\ 
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tmgulShing system and gut the collapsed. 
three-story building. refused to leave her charges, perished in the Gov. Adlai Stevenson flew in 
Ben Bidenhorne, a fellow ~. the next day to sur'ey the fire 
employee of Hout's, had been lames. scene. He called Com~ny F of 
sleeping on the top floor of the the Illinois State Guard to 
hospital when he smelled broken back as well. escaped the fire. Some were assist in the clean up and 
smoke. He told authorities he Many people were seen badly burned and Miller toid search for victims, and he 
went downstairs to investigate jumping according to Hout. "A reporters she tried to make directed state agencies to give 
and discovered il burning lot of the people who made it them as comfortable as all possible assistance to the 
fiercely. uff the second floor had to pos~ible. community in rebuilding the 
"In tl,ose days interns like jump for it. They had no During the fire's peak, hospital. The estimated cost 
Ben lived in the hospital too," choice." several tanks of ether ex- was $2.1 million. 
Houl said. "I think he was one The most miraculous escape ploded, startling the crowd Hout said rebuilding quickly 
of the very few to make it off from the second floor was June that had gathered. The highly was important since the 
the tJ"Iird floor." Aderman's. Ad~rman was in flammable substance was nearest hosvltal was atleast 30 
Disregardinb hi~ own safety, the early stages of labor when used as an anesthetic during miles away. In the meantime, 
Bidenhorne proceeded to the people in the delivery room operations. I' temporary I6-bed 
first floor wher~ he assisted noticed smoke. Upon Also listed among the dead emergency care center was 
several patients to escape discovering the seriousness of was hospital chaplain the Rev. established in a small building 
through windows. "Ben was the fire, Aderman and others C.C. Sandon; Sisters Bertina where the hospital's sisters 
very lucky," she said. :ie kicked out a screened window and Eustachi, both of the had lived before the fire. Hout 
managed to e;;~pe with only and called for help. Soon hospital diocese; and hospital said the center served well in 
burns around his face and firefighters raised a ladder to superintendent Frank Reis, its role at' a place to receive 
neck. the trapped group and who succumbed after going intermediate care before 
The second floor nursery Aderman crawled to safety. back into the building in an makingthejourne)'toalarger 
was the scene ur carnage, as However, the ordeal was nOL attempt to rescue those hospital in Mattoon or Van-
well as heroics.\\ least 13 yet over for the Aderman trapped. dalia. 
infants in lh",ir cribs and a famil? A quick trip across The fire burned out of "It had small operating 
young nurse. who refused to towr. followed the ladder control for three hours. It rooms and everything," Hout 
Lave her charges. perished in resC1..t! and soon Aderman subsided in the early morning said. . 
the flames Witnesses told the gave birth to a boy in the hours of April 6. Witnesses said In February 1954, a rebuilt 
Harri e burg Dail\' Heglster family's home. Aderman told the fire was impossible to St. Anthony's opened. 
thai Fern Rile\,. 2i. refused to re~()rters that they had con- fight. "It was a proud and painful 
lea\'e the nurs'en In an effort sidered naming the boy Hout said a temporary moment for the town," Hout, a 
to sa I'e the helpless infants. "Lucky." but had settled in- morgue was set up in a laundry registered nurse by then, said. 
Another baby was born dead stead for Charles Lee. building behind the "The whole town really came 
after its mother leaped from a The Effingham community demolished hospital. Police together to make sure we had a 
wmdow in an effort La escape did what it could for survivors. escorted family members in to hospital, that was one good 
the blaze. The Chi~ago Tribune Anna Miller and her son identify the bodies of VICtims. thing." 
reported that the mother, Lowell, 25, took in and cared An estimated 128 to 134 Hout now works as nursing 
Wenton Snider, suffered a for six patients who had people were in the building supervisoratSt. Anthony's, 
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Blues man reels back years, 
influences; still going strong 
I Hepburn tours Sudan; 
calls for peace in area 
By Wayne Wallace 
Entertainment Ec\jtor 
Lonme Brooks claim£ to 
have the power of magic. 
"I can duplicate anything," 
the Chicago blues guitarist 
boasted. "I can go to sleep with 
a record on the record player, 
and when I wake up in the 
morning, I can play every 
note." 
Well, it's not exactly m?gic, 
but this rather unique talent 
for versatility catapulted 
Brooks to the top of the heap 
among Chicago s session 
musicIans in the early 60s, 
back in the days when he was 
known as "the human 
jukebox." 
Brooks, who headlined an 
evening of blues-rock Friday 
at Fred's Dance Barn, said he 
used to play any recording 
session or any night club gig he 
could dig up for himself to 
support his famlly. 
And how did his family make 
out? 
"I PUT all my kids through 
private school on what I made 
in clubs and studios," Brooks 
answered. "I could have 
worked every night if I wan-
ted. In those days you booked 
yourself. You didn't have to 
have an agent." 
Brooks said the secret of his 
success in Chicago was his 
ability to adapt to so many 
styles: country. blues, rock. 
"Jazz gave me trouble 
though," he added. 
"I iwd sort of a distinctive 
style back then. and they knew 
to ask for me when they 
wanted that bayou sound," 
Brooks said. 
Country and blues came 
easiest . to him, he said, 
recalling his boyhood in 
Louisiana and Texas . 
.. I used to stay up all night 
and listen to Lightnin' 
Hopkins, John Lee Hooker, 
Muddy Waters, B.B. King on 
the radio on this all-night 
Texas station," he said. 
DESPITE THESE early 
influences and the fact that his 
grandfather was a blues 
musician, Brooks didn't learn 
to play the guitar until age 22, 
and even then blues wasn't his 
first choice. 
He picked up or. a hot n~w 
fusion of country, blues and 
pop to begin a short-lived 
career as Guitar Junior, rock 
star. 
Brooks said after he "got 
lucky" in 1959 with "Family 
Rules," which hit the rock 'n' 
roll charts down South, he was 
invited to Atlanta to perform 
ata benefit. 
Headlining the benefit were 
B.B. Kmg, Jackie Wilson, Ray 
Charles and Sam Cooke. 
"OJ'l;E NIGHT on the way 
back to the hotel, I shared a 
cab with Sam. We got to 
talkin', y'know? I was looking 
for a label a t the tiMe," Brooks 
recalled. 
"Well, we started jammin' 
in Sam's room, and right there 
on the spot he asked me to 
come on tour and CJpen for him. 
So I learned all his tunes and 
traveled with him for about a 
month. That's how I got to 
Chicago." 
Today Brooks pub out 
platters for Alligator Records, 
and although he was signed 
with Capitol for a time in the 
70s, the blues guitarist said 
there are certain advantages 
to working for a smaller label. 
"You've got the freedom to 
do what you want to do," 
Brooks said. "Most producers 
don't want to gamble on an 
album that just has my tunes 
on it; tunes I've written. They 
want those familiar songs so 
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that more people will buy the 
record." 
BROOKS HAS released five 
albums for Alligator, all of 
which featured at least eight 
Lonnie Brooks originals. 
"I've got 15 tunes ready now 
which I've written for my next 
album. I'm just waiting to 
record them," he said. 
Brooks said his favorite 
guitar is an electrical SG-
Gibson that he uses on tour, 
but he admits to owning at 
least seven other axes, in-
cluding a Yamaha, a Gretch 
and a guitar given to him by 
Rov Clark from'Hee Haw." 
"I ain't too bad a guitar 
player, and I can sing a little 
too," Brooks said humbly of 
his talents. 
"It's not how good you play, 
but how good people think you 
play," Brooks opined on 
certain guitarists who've 
made it big in show biz 
"I REMEMBER seeing one 
guy one time, and 1 knew how 
much guitar he could play just 
by listening to the first couple 
of notes. But the people loved 
him," Brooks said, though 
reluctant to identify the per-
former. 
Brooks said the obligations 
of touring prevent him from 
practicing everyday. He also 
remarked that he would like to 
devote more time to writing. 
"Sure. there's times when 
you get tired and fed up (of 
touring J, but your love of wha t 
you do makes you go," he said. 
Brooks compared touring to 
sex. "You gel awful wore out. 
but still want to do it again 
when it's over." 
NAIROBI, Kenya (uPI) 
- Actress Audrey Hepburn 
issued an emotion-filled 
plea Sunday for peace in the 
Sudan, where she com-
pleted a four·day tour of 
camps housing thousands of 
people left homeless and 
hungry by the nation's 5-
year-old civil war. 
"It is hard to articulate 
what I have seen, you feel so 
much pain," the Dutch-born 
actress told reporters 
during a brief stopover in 
Nairobi before she returns 
to Europe. 
"1 take with me so many 
images," she said. "Images 
of newcomers staggering 
into the camps with ab-
solutely nothing left at ail, 
so emacciated. All that 
seems to be left is their 
souls. 
"What I have seen in the 
last few days are not the 
ravages of a natural 
calamity," Hepburn said. 
"They are the horrors of a 
man-made disaster, a war, 
and there is a man-made 
solution, peace. That is 
what those heart-breakingly 
affectionate children need 
most of alL" 
The United Nations 
estimates 250,000 people 
starved to death in southern 
Sudan last year because of 
the war and another 100,000 
would die this year unless 
the massive U.N.-backed 
relief effort, which began 
April l, can proceed 
unhindered. 
Hepburn, the UNICEF 
goodwill ambassador, spent 
the last four days visiting 
the Sudanese capital, 
Khartoum, and camps for 
the displaced civilians at 
Muglad in west-cl!ntral 
Sudan and at the rebel-held 
town of Kapoeta, 50 miles 
north of the Kenya border. 
In Muglad, she said she 
was told 13 people died of 
thirst the night before she 
arrived and that water is 
desperately needed. 
In Kapoeta, she added, a 
growing number of people 
"are a step away from 
death" in spite of the 
remarkable efforts of a 
private Norwegian group 
tha t has been trucking in 
food from Kenya since last 
year. 
"After what I have seen, I 
dare not think of all the 
camps that are inac-
cessible," she said. 
U.N. officials, whose 
efforts have been hampered 
by political and logistical 
problems, say some 29,000 
tons of food have reached 
those in need since January, 
largely thanks to private 
relief groups. 
However, that amount is 
less than a quarter of what 
they believe must be 
transported before the rainy 
season closes roads and 
airstrips next mont!l. 
The government and the 
Sudan People's Liberation 
Army (SPLA) rebels have 
agreed to a temporary halt 
in hostilities in key areas so 
the emergency relief 
operation can proceed over 
the coming weeks. 
Students, Now's 
Your Chance! 
STUDENTS 
* When do you want Fall Break to be? 
* Should the Student Government continue to have 
multiple polling places? 
* Do you support the implementation of a 50 (: per 
student per semester fee to support the Obelisk II 
yearbook provided that you can later purchase the 
y~arbook at a reduced cost? 
* Who do you want as your USG representatives next 
year? 
* Who should be the next year's student trustee rep? 
* Who should sit on the Council of Liberal Arts? 
VOTE 
On These Issues 
April 19111 
~;)7am.7pm 
'l.TE Your \lote Counts~ SIU Students Don't Vote 
Polling Locations 
• Student Center· Grinnel • Communication Building 
• Law Building oTech Building· Lentz -Trueblood 
Obtain n,-:>re informatil)n in the Student Center April 17th & 18th 
Dall~ ~~gypllan. Apnll7. J\lf.Y. I';,~,.: 
Club's festival provides fun 
and is a positive experience 
Israeii soldiers kill three 
during PLO uprising 
Annual'Bonusfesf 
members dance, 
mingle and relax 
By Jackie Lay 
Student Writer 
You won't imd the land of 
Bonus on a map of Carbondale, 
but it does exist. 
Bonus is a place created by 
the members of the Bonus 
crew to describe their 
homefront and where Bonus 
Festival, an event held an-
nually the weekend before 
Springfest, takes place. 
The Bonus Festival was 
established in February ·1985 
at the original land of Bonus, 
409 James St. in Carbondale. 
"We were sitting around on a 
Friday afternoon pondering 
the thought of why some 
people had wretched 
dispositions and we wanted to 
change it," Steve Yatthe\\"s, a 
senior' in electrical 
engineering and an original 
member of Bonus, said. "We 
wanted to help give people a 
positive self-image." 
THE ORIGINAL Bonus crew 
consisted of nine SIU-C 
stndents who encouraged "a 
positive attitude for their 
fellow stndents," Matthews 
said. 
This year's fourth annual 
Bonus Festival was held 
Saturday at the new land of 
Bonus, 305 Crestview Ln. 
Students ~artiCiPated in 
~:~~n:~~an:.s" :~~~~ 
and the MC Hammer Circle: 
Me Ham.merls a rap singer 
who is known for his dancing 
abilities. MattheWs explains' 
the game as involving a group 
of people in a circle. Each 
·person has a specific MC 
Hammer dance as their sign; 
Bonus is something 
extra, or a step 
above the rest. 
one person must do another 
person's dance sign to music. 
The person wbose sign was 
done then·· proceeds to do 
another person's dance sign 
and so the game continues 
until someone goes off beat. 
That person is out of the game 
and the circle gets smaller and 
smaller until the winner is left 
standing. 
"BOl\'US FESTIVAL gives 
the students a little time out to 
relax, have fun and mingle," 
said Chris Galloway, junior in 
industrial engineering and 
technology and an original 
member of Bonus. 
The events are funded by the 
Bonus members. They ask for 
contributions from the 
students for extra food or 
drinks at the function, Mat-
thews said. 
Bonus is something extra, or 
a step above the rest, ac-
cording to Ma tthews. "It 
brings out positive attitudes," 
he said. 
Bonus is not a student 
organization affiliated with the 
University, nor is it an 
organization that one must 
pledge to get into, Matthews 
said. 
"Our members must have a 
Bonus attitude, wbicb is 
portraying a positive self-
ima!;e and having an overall 
pleasant disposition at least 
99.9 percent of the time," 
Matthews said. 
,'8E INITIATION process' 
COIlSIStS· -of a ceremony in 
which wouid-be members read 
a few words from the Bonus 
by-law book, Matthews said. 
"We don't dance or step," he 
KOPIES & MORE 
607 S. Illinois Ave 529-5679 
4¢COPIES 
8 1/2 ~ 11 and 8 1/2 x 14 plain while pape:l 
6 Self-Service Copiers get you In and out fast. 
I ! LA ROMWS PIZZA ~~~& 
I $1.00 oR 1 ;;~o~;:';;; I'{' 
I • 'ed,'u..." Large with delivery of _" \~ I :VI ,. . or medium pizza I 
I or X-tra Large 2/320z. Pepsi's 
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I -529-1344- I L ____ ~.!~~~~~I~~~~!_'_1~~. ____ JI 
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BIG MONDAY 
""--~ $1.00 [:.mil Longnvcks 
€iI¥t~l111ijj!lU ) 
p"1!ex. j)~.L. figyptl:'!]. Apr" 17. i~;~ 
said. 
"Our philosophy: know who 
you are and what you are 
capable of becoming, because 
only you know what's best," 
said Galloway. "You can 
accept the advice of others, but 
yours is the final word. Take 
responsibility." 
. Matthews credits member 
Franz Mullings, senior in 
biological sciences and 
president of the African 
American Studies Association 
(AASA), as a prime example 
and shining light of Bonus. 
"HE SAW a wretcbed 
situation (SIU-C vs. AASA) 
and wanted to do something 
about it. He's one of the few 
people that I know wbo takes a 
stand on what be believes in 
regardless of what others 
think," Mattbewssaid. 
The other original members 
are Rochelle Goree, senior in 
computer information 
processing sys\.ems, and 
LaShawn Coleman, senior in 
business. 
Those members who have 
graduated are Desmond Jones 
and Johnny Taylor. Two other 
members, Kim Fitzberg and 
Raymond Smith, have tran-
sferred to Chicago schools. 
Bonus also has developed a 
student-outreach program 
where the members convey a 
positive attitude to students 
who are distraught, said 
Galloway. 
Bonus mechanics is another 
service· developed for the 
students on the weekends. 
If the students don't have the 
money, they can barter their 
repair services Matthews said. 
~ In thefuture, Matthews said 
that students can expect to see 
the annual Bonus Festival 
continue. 
"Bonus is forever" the 
members said in unison:. 
I 
JERUSALEM (UPI) -
Israeli soldiers shot and 
killed three Palestinians, 
including a If).year-old boy, 
during "a day of mass 
rage" called to protest the 
assassination of PLO leader 
Yasser Ar-dfat's deputy a 
year ago, hospital officials 
said 
Despite curfews on all of 
the Gaza Strip and major 
towns and refugee camps in 
the West Bank, clashes 
erupted wben soldiers at-
tempted to disperse 
memorial marcbes in 
several communities. 
Military continueJ in-
vestigating the killings last 
week of four Palestinians by 
paramilitary Border Police 
m the West Bank village of 
Nahalin and Army Chief of 
Staff Lt. Gen. Dan Shomron 
visited the village's leader. 
After tbe meeting, 
Shomron said that althougb 
tile army regrets any loss of 
life, casualties were the 
result of violence against 
soldiers. 
"We wiD check ourselves 
to see if this could have been 
carried out with a smaller 
number of wounded," be 
told reporters. "Who says 
there are any guilty parties 
here?" 
Viilagers cbarge tm; 
Border Police opened fjre 
indiscriminately. 
Police Minister Chaim 
Bar-Lev told Israel Radio 
there was no evidence yet 
that the Border Police had 
lost control during the early 
morning raid in whicb four 
Arabs were killed and at 
least 20 wounded. 
Israeli commentators 
have called for a thorough 
review of the raid, one of the 
bloodiest incidents of the 16-
month-old Palestinian 
PROGRAM 
uprising, which b&s claimed 
the lives of at least 417 
Palestinians and 14 Israelis. 
The underground 
leadership of the uprising in 
its latest leaflet called for 
increased confrontations 
with soldiers - "a day of 
mass rage" - to protest the 
April 16, 1988, killing in 
Tunisia of Kball Al-Wazir, 
better known as Abu Jihad. 
Abu Jihad, who was 
Arafat's deputy, was in 
charge of PLO military 
operations and supervised 
many guerrilla attacks 
against Israeli targets. 
The Palestine Liberation 
Organization bas alleged 
that Israeli commandos 
carried out the 
assassination. News reports 
said senior Israeli leaders 
had approved the killing of 
the No.2 PLO leader. Israel 
has declined comment on 
the killing. 
Abu Jihad's death 
unleashed the deadliest day 
of rioting during the 
Palestinian uprising. Six-
teen Palestinians were 
killed and dozens wounded 
in the widespread violence. 
Last week, Gaza residents 
began preparing for the 
anniversary, putting up 
black flags and pictures of 
Abu Jihad, who bad many 
relatives in Gaza. 
The army began imposing 
curfews on dozens of 
refugee camps, towns and 
neigbborhoods Saturdjty 
. and put the entire Gaza 
Strip under curfew late 
Saturday. In all, more than 
900,000 Palestinians, "Or L 
about half the Arab. 
population of the territories, 
were confined to their 
homes. 
Health Advocates receive college credit, have a 
good time and gain valuable experience serving 
the slue community. 
The next training class, HED 403, will meet Tuesdays and 
Thursdays, 12:35 - 1:50 pm, during fall semester. 
To apply for admission or just find out more about what it means 
to become a Health Advocate, call 536-4441 and register to 
attend anyone of the following intexview sessions: 
I MOI\'DAY, APRIL 17 WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19 MONDAY, APRIL 24 NOON-IPM 2-3 PM 4-5 PM 
for more 
information 
call Cynthia Welch, 
Health Advocate 
Pr"Jgram Coordinator, 
536-4441 
Pan ci Your Slue 
SIudeaI Heahh Program's 
Wellocu CenICr 
~Wellnt>S8 
..,Cemer 
~~ofes~~r ag':li~st I Poshard postpone::; budget meeting I 
nice girl feminism Be"...ause of conflicts in the tht: district, inviti.ng until April 21. 
By Alicia Hili 
Staff Writer 
She is a woman, and she 
roared. 
Mary Daly may be pleased 
with that desCription. 
In her lecture. "Be-
Witching: Re-Calling the 
Elemental Powers of W <lmen," 
Daly, a feminist philosopber, 
urged her audience at Lawson 
Hall Thursday to abandon the 
"nice girl" feminism that has 
amen in the 19805. 
"I want rage," she said. 
Daly asked ber audience to 
keep the image of the doom-
sday clock in mind as she took 
~~:or1'ci.1~y into an 
and water, and she asked for 
i~}~t~~m:.~ntaska,,, Daly 
said, referring to the recent oil 
spi1l off the coast of Valdez. 
Daly read from her latest 
book, "Webster's First New 
Intergalactic wickedary of the 
English Language," in which 
she redefines words to ridicule 
the patriarchy. 
"Fundamentalist: one who 
sermonizes from the fun-
dament," Daly said. "The 
fundament is described by 
Webster's as 'the part of the 
body on which one sits: but-
tocks." 
The standing-room-only 
audience responded to her 
references with laughter. 
U.s. House of Represen- residents to a budget-cuttmg 
tatives, Congressman Glenn exerdse. ~he purpose.of the The meetings will begin at 
Poshard will change two of exercISe IS to explam the noon at Shawnee College in 
his scheduled budget budget challenges that face Room J-411 and at 3 p.m. in 
me~tings in the 22nd the country. the dining room of 
District. Today's scheduled Southeastern College in 
Posbard will travel within meeting will be postponed Harrisburg. 
COMPACT DISC-COUNTS! 
~~~8 99 SALE ~'II • 
~-
• HUNDREDS OF GREAT CD'S FROM GREAT ARTISTS LIKE: THE 
REPLACEMENTS, LED ZEPPELIN, YAZ, AC/DC, JIMI HENDRIX, 
DEPECHE MODE, PETE TOWNSHEND & MOREl 
According to Daly, associate 
professor of theology at Boston 
College where she teaches 
feminiz;t ethics, the world is 
run by fools. 
"I see patriarchy as the 
hierarchical system at the root 
of all oppression," Daly said. 
Daly su~ested four criteria 
for a radical feminist: An 
awesome sense of otherness; 
knowledge of the sanctions of 
the patriarchy and moving 
ahead in spite of them; moral 1--~~~~~~~----:~~~:~~---~~~~~~~-1 outrage on the behalf of 
women of all race, class. age 
and time; and consistency. Redefining the term 
"radical feminist," Daly spoke 
for a little more than an hour 
about the evils of our male-
centered, "plastic world" with 
its plastic flowers and pwtic 
ideas. 
Daly said men are "raping" 
the elements of earth, air, fire 
Daly also suggested new 
virtues for women: disgust, 
rage and the courage to sin. 
Women's Studies, with the 
support of other departments 
on campus, spoosored the 
lecture. 
Southern Baptists 
witnessing in Sin City 
GREENSBORO, N.C. (UPI) 
- can Bible belt Baptists find 
salvation in Sin City'? 
That question was put to 
delegates to the Southern 
Baptist Convention's annual 
meeting being held this year in 
Las Vegas, the bawdy city that 
makes a virtue out of vice. 
The Greensbcro News &: 
Record reported Sunday that 
some delegates bope to con-
vert sinners during the June 13 
to June 15 session. And some 
may even do a little sinning 
themselves. 
"I've asked for my !ravel 
advance in quarters," the Rev. 
Mike Moore, pastor of 
Greensboro's Friendly A venue 
Baptist Church, said and then 
laughed. "M)" stars, we met in 
New Orleans. You can't get in 
any more sinful place than 
that." 
The Southern Baptist 
Convention's annual meeting 
has drawn quite a crowd in 
recent years as fun-
damentalists 'lJld moderates 
battle (or CODifOi of the 14.8 
million-member denominati-
on. 
The strip in Leas Vegas is 
mile after mile or IIPOD lights 
advertising casinos, where 
such vices as drinking and 
gambling hold sway. Slot 
machines - known as one-arm 
bandits - are in every nook 
and cranny. _ Scantily-clad 
hostesses are ready with a 
smile and a deck of cards. 
"I really think it's a won-
derful opportunity for a wit-
ness," said the Rev. M.O. 
Owens, a fundamentalist 
leader from Gastonia, N.C. "If 
any place in the country needs 
a witness, it is Las vegas." 
Owens said some Baptists 
plan to go to the casinos - to 
preach the Gospel 
"I do know this has been 
discussed and plans have been 
made for that," he said. 
But Owens acknowledged a 
few delegates may be lea unto 
temptation and delivered unto 
evil. 
"I'm sure there'll be a few 
people who maybe cross over 
the line once in awhile - to go 
in the gambling places," he 
said. . 
But the Rev. Otis Davis, 
pastor of Sedgefield Baptist 
Church in Greensboro, said he 
doesn't believe his Baptist 
brothers will fall into sin. 
Texas teen sues school for drug tests 
GALVESTON, Texas <uP!) 
- A high school senior suing a 
rural Texas school district 
over mandatory student drug 
tests prepanri to ft) to federa1 
court this week to challenge 
the constitutionality of the 
policy. 
Brent Brooks, 19, a senior at 
East Chambers High School in 
Winnie, is suing the East 
Chambers school district 
because of its policy of issuing 
mandatory drug tests to 
students in grades six through 
12 involved in extracurrIcular 
activitir.s. 
Brook~ refused to take a 
drug test in November. and the 
school district ordered him not 
to com;:>ete in a Future Far· 
mers '1f America event. 
Brooks :'iled suit agairu.t the 
district and won a temporary 
restraining order that allowed 
him to CQI,tinue participating 
intheFFA 
Brooks, represented by the 
American Civil Liberties 
Union, will argue his case 
challenging the con-
stitutionality of the district's 
policy beginning Mond'lY in 
U.S. district court. 
"We don't care if they test on 
a voluntary basis. We just 
don't want them to force 
students to take it... Bruce 
Griffiths, the student's ACLU 
iawyer. said. 
The East Chambers school 
district. 60 miles east of 
Houston, began the urinalysis 
policy in September. 
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Crime spoof 
nothokey 
despite plot 
By Kathleen DeBo 
StaftWriler 
"Disorganized Crime" 
is surprisingly funny and 
entertaming - sur-
prising because the 
premist! sounds hokey. 
Film Revie\v 
Frank. played by 
Corbin Bernsen, plans a = ~~~!fiowin c:: 
show up for the job, but 
Frank is nowhere to he 
found. He has been 
arrested by two New 
Jersey cops. 
The remainder of the 
fiJm follows Frank's 
attempts to escape, the 
other robbers' quest for 
him and ooj} cops' and 
criminals' fight against 
the Montana to survive. 
The film is loosely 
based on the shopworn 
formula of stupid cops 
and clever criminals. yet 
this funny film makes the 
formula work. 
The formula succeeds 
because the characters 
are relatively wel1-
developed. The best 
aspect of the film is that 
none of the characters 
are one-sided. 
The New Jersey police 
officers bumble at times, 
but they're also the Only 
people who figure out 
that there is a bank 
rlJbbery in progress. " 
The New Jersey police 
officers get lost, have 
their car stolen and lose 
their pants crossing a 
creek:. 
The robbers also have 
their difficulties. They 
are not prepared to find 
Frank missing or to live 
in Montana. These crooks 
are on-edge. When some 
neighboring kids shoot at 
bottles, the gang thinks 
the police have found 
them. 
The film does not 
exactly glorify criminals, 
but it comes close. The 
(.rooks go through so 
much hassle to rob the 
bank, the audience wants 
them to succeed. 
Yet, the criminals are 
not entirely nice people. 
They are nervous and 
distrustful. They pull 
guns on each other. 
In the end, the crooks 
pull together and rob the 
.lank. Readers will have 
to see for th~mselves 
whether they get away. 
The film also stars Lou 
Diamond Phillips as one 
of the crimiruMs. 
Ahead of Times 
Styling Salon 
pClrm SPldgl 
Reg. $40,$50,$60 
Sale 
$25, $35, $45 
first Jiairrot 
& Stylv $7.50 
Hours: hi. 6 
703 S. Illinois 
549-4142 
Group protests against aid to Contras I 
By Daniel Wallenberg 
Staff Writer 
About 20 members of the 
Southern Illinois Latin 
Solidarity Committee picketed 
outside the Carbondale 
Federal Building, 250 W. 
Cherry, Friday, protesting the 
nearly $50 million in non-lethal 
aid Congress passed to help the 
Contras. 
Cold breezes and a slight 
rain did not deter members of 
the committee from voicing 
their displeasure with the 
efforts being made by 
Congress in trying to establish 
peace in Central America. 
Georgeann Hartzog, 
spokeswoman for the com-
mittee, said the money ap-
propriated for the Contras in 
no way furthered the peace 
process in Central AmeriC'!l. IN 
Some of the signs protestors 
carried read "No Funds tc. the 
Terrorist Contra" and "Contra 
Aid Violates Peace Plan." 
The non-lethal aid is sup-
posed to provide money for 
food, clothing, medicine and 
other similar suWlies - but no 
At front from left, Peg Morton and Dean AlliSOn, 
bOth from t:albondaIe, protest with others in front 
peace, it is a distorted notion. created," designed to damage 
~r~tu;~ ~~~d::, ~ethC:~ !~~iculturafre!~:~:~n t~ 
pressure on Nicaragua to end 
Ls alleged communist sub-
version of Central America 
had failed largely because of 
political opposition in 
Congress, where the Contras 
were condemned as human 
rights abusers lacking any 
real su~port inside their 
country. 
arms. 
However, Hartzog said there 
was no way of stopping the 
Contras from purchasing 
weapc:ns with the money. 
our money can tell them what Nicaragua, while occupying 
to do," Hartzog said, territory needed to produce 
Hartzog said the Contras food. . 
Hartzog said the United 
States should stay out of 
Nicaragua and let the people 
govern their own lives, The 
United States should not force 
itself on Nicaragua and should 
leave them alone, she said. 
have not proven to be anef- Hartzog said the Contras 
fecove fighting force. During have blown up schools and 
trips to Central America have terrorized health care 
thI"oughout the last few years, persom;el and civilians. 
she noticed there was not On March 24 President 
~u:=:ol~!:a~o:.tras ~~!:~ ~!~:~10~ 
Hartzog callE"d the Contras a mer PresideDt Ronald 
"mercenary army the CIA Reagan's policy of military 
The U.S. House of 
Representatives voted 300-110 
in favor of the aid to the 
'.";ontras and the U.S. Senate 
approved the measure 89-9. "U Congress thinks this is 
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"Music You Can Afford" I 
____ ,exDires 5-12-89 __ - __ ---~ 
NO GLASS CONTAINERS 
Broken glass is hazardous to all Springfest participants. 
Glass containers will be confISCated. 
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Come see the 
sequel to the Silent Scream 
"Eclipse of Reason" 
"for you created me in my inmost being; 
You knit me together in my mother's womb." 
p, .. lm BY 
Continuous Showings 
Tuesday, April 18 - Student Center Mississippi Rm. 
9:00am to 4:00pm 
Sponsored by M!S.C!. Life ___ -' 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 
Radio Information Service for 
the blind and disabled is 
~ting volunteer readers 
and office workers. Acad'!JIlic 
credit is available. Call 549-
5604 for further information. 
CHEMISTRY AND biology 
department is sponsoring a 
lecture by Richard and Doris 
Arnold and Dr. William P. 
.Jencks from Brandeis 
University at 4 today in 
VanLente Lecture Ball. The 
topic will be "How does a 
reaction choose its 
mechanism?" 
HEALTH ADVOCATE 
candidate interview sessions 
will be beld from 12 to 1 today 
in room 217 at the Wellness 
Center. Call 536-4441 for an 
appointment. 
nesday with the Un-
dergraduate Student Gover-
nment and Graduate and 
Professional Student Council. 
All students and faculty are 
incouraged to participate. Call 
536-2371 with questions. 
BALLROOM DANCE Club BLACK AFFAIRS Council 
will sponsor a second semester will be sponsoring a mem-!at~fe!f~:~~a= bersbip drive from 9 to 2 
D. Club membersNp is Tuesday in the Student Center. 
beheld. 
CMoIOE AND Kayak Club 
will meet at 8:20 tonight in 
Pulliam Pool 
VICTORIA RIVERS an 
associate professor of Design 
and Landscape Architecture at 
the University of California at 
Davis will present a public 
slide lecture on her work at 3 
For information call Julie at 
687-4788 or Ke~ at 529-3083. 
ROCK CLIMBING Clinic 
will be held at 7 tonight at the 
Climbing Wall located in the 
lower level of the SitC. The 
Clinic is free and is sponsored 
by the Adventure Resource 
Center and the Shawnee 
Mountaineers. 
today in the University REGISTRATION ENDS 
SOCIETY FOR Ad- Museum Auditorium. today for Session II Tennis 
ANNUAL SPRING elections vancement of Management Instruction. Group, semi-
available at the door. 
for reprecentatives for the will meet at 6:3V tonight in the AMERICAN CRIMINAL private and private lessons 
1989-90 College of Liberal Arts Student Center Illinois Room. .Justice Association will meet will be availab~e. Call 536-5531 
Council will take place Wed- Nominations for officers will at 6:30 tonight in Faner 1006. for an appointment· 
• 
ill 
Save big bucks on a Macintosh now! 
Ii you're graduating at the end of the semester, this is your last 
chance to take advantage of special student prices on the Macintosh.-
Right here, right now, you can buy ~ incredibly powerful computer 
for less than you'd pay anywhere else. And that means you get a lot 
of computing power for your money. 
• The Macintosh handles spreadsheets, graphics, JY.!ge layouts 
and scanned images at amazing speeds. 
• The Macintosh runs thousands of powerful business programs. 
• The Macintosh is easy to le4m - and i~s expandable! 
• Its compact design lets yOlI t.ke your Mac almost anywhere. 
Remember, if you're goin'., to graduate, you'n gain the 
competitive edge with this es5f,ltial business tool. Ar.d if you're 
coming back next fall, you'll be ready with this crucial classwork aid. 
But going or coming, you'll save big money on a Macintosh when 
you buy it from us. 
Experience the power of Macintosh. Come in today. 
Daily Egy'ptlan; April 17, I9&'. P"gl'll 
Housing managers ask for funds to battle drugs 
WASHINGTON (SHNS) -
Public housin~ managers 
complain they are having to 
use their already-strained 
operating budgets to battle 
drug-related crime in the 
housing projects. 
Sometimes it ~ets down to 
eiLiter pr~tecting the tenants or 
picking up the garbage. 
Housing authority officials 
have told the Bush ad-
ministration they need a 
special new cate~ory of 
federal funding to hire police 
officers, install security 
lighting, train jobless youths 
and treat drug offenders in 
public housing neighborhoods. 
And while they praise 
Housing and Urban 
Development Secretary Jack 
Kemp's pl:ln to crack down on 
drugs in puLlic housing, they 
warn it's only ~ start. 
Kemp last week pledged 
speedier eviction of drug of-
fenders from federally funded 
housing projects and called for 
installation of security fences 
and other devices. 
"We agree with the thrust of 
what he's proposing, but it's 
oilly one of the steps needed to 
deal with the problem," sa; j 
Richard Nelson Jr., executive 
director of the National 
Association of Housing and 
Redevelopment. 
School plans construction of wall 
to protect students ag,~inst gunfire 
LOS ANGELES i UPIl -
Administrators at '! Long 
Beach junior high school are 
planning to build a IO-foot-high 
concrete \\'all alongside flle 
school to protect students and 
·..eacilers from flying bullets. 
The sounds of gunshots 
mingle with the noises of 
children playing at Charles 
Lindbergh Junior High School 
about every ~ix to eight weeks, 
prompting the aecision to build 
the 900-foot-Iong wall, the Los 
Angeles Times reported. 
Last week students were 
evacuated from the playing 
fieJds that abut a low-incomf> 
bousing project twice after 
l-eports of nearby gunfire. 
Two years ago, in the only 
incident where someone was 
burt, a student playing 
basketball after school was hit 
in the ,'best by a Mrc::y btillet 
and nearly died. 
"It·s really sad that 
something like this has to be 
done," Principal Max Fraley 
said. "B'Jt it's needed in 
today's society." 
Construction 0; the wall, 
which wiil cost $lbO,OOO "nd 
will be financed by the school 
district and the county, is 
sct.eduled to begin this week. 
Once it is completed, 
physical education lilacher 
Tnsh Ryan said she will 
celebr.-::te by hanging a sign on 
it that reads "The Great Wall 
of Lindbergh." 
People in the Carmelitos 
hous!njJ project on the other 
side of the proposed wall, 
bowever, told the Times they 
were bother~ by the plans. 
There are already three 
chain-link fences and a small 
flood-control channel 
separating tbe school fram the 
713-unit project, wbich bouses 
about 2,000 people. 
Some residents 
acknowledged that they have a 
crime problem and they un-
derstoad scbool officials' 
~oncerns but many worried 
about the symbolism of the 
wall a!'l1 argued that it w,'IUld 
solve little. 
"Anyt!ling for the safety of 
the kids," resident Ray Fox 
told the paper. "But I think 
that $160,000 in law en-
forcement would do mOle to 
ease ·~rime." 
Rhoda Neal also argued that 
the money could be better 
spent. The district's solutic>n is 
"like putting a Band-Aid on a 
deep wound, " she said. 
"They're keeping the people 
of Carmelitos in and the out-
side world away as if we -NEre 
all bad guys," she said. 
Suspected arson fire destroys art 
CHI.CAGO (UPI) - Arson ill 
suspeel:.e<1 in a fin' that 
devastated one-square blocl~ 
renovation project in the 
fashionable River North area, 
destroying eight galleries and 
mi.Uions of dollars in 
irreplaceable artwork. 
The fIre was still burning in 
spots Sunday, more than 24 
bours after it fit-st began in at 
least three areas of the fouT-
building complex. A third 
firefighter suffered minor 
injuries early Sunday when Ii 
section of a brick wall 
collapsed. Two other 
firefighters suffered minor 
injuries Saturday. 
Gallery owner Wi!!iam Van 
Stratten said the fire wiped out 
c.rt worth more than $50 
million and his personal losses 
were $2 million to $3 million. 
Because of was evidence 
Gal/ery owner 
William Van Stratten 
saId the fire wiped 
out art worth more 
than $50 million and 
his persona/losses 
were $2 million to $3 
million. 
that the fire was l':et in three 
places, DE"puty District Chief 
Mike Ahern said, "We believe 
It wa" drson." 
Rekindiing flames ham-
pered the efforts of in-
vestigators Sunday. 
Only one wall remained 
standing and officials said 
they were planning to knock it 
down sometime Sunrlay, 
enabling traffic to begin 
moving again through the 
area, just north of Chicago's 
Loop area. 
The century-old complex 
that boused eight art galleries 
was designed by architect 
Louis Sullivan and was 
awaiting City Council approval 
for designation as a historical 
landmark. 
The complex was being 
renovated at a cost of $4{. 
million to install more shops 
and 200 loft apartments and 
was filled with piles of wood 
and drywall, as well as 
acetylene and propane tor-
ches, fire officials said. 
"It was a disaster waiting to 
happen," said Van Stratten, 
who said he had unsuccessfully 
sougbt a court order halting 
the renovation on Friday' 
Mexican, U.S. efforts in cult case signaling 
new cooperation to solve drug trafficking 
BROWNSVILLE, Texas 
<UPl) - Joint investigative 
efforts irl the grisly cult 
slayings of U.S and Mexican 
victims signal new cooperation 
betweP.n two countri..:<; sharing 
a border plagued by d! ags and 
violence, officials said. 
U.S and Mexican authorities 
routinely coopel8te on a 
v.~;:-iety of drug tr afficking 
ca."es but the investiga ti"n of a 
murder case that shocked both 
sides because of the butchery 
is unique in its nature, scope 
and speed, U.8. Customs Agent 
Oran Neck of Brownsville said. 
"Day and night we're 
working with them," said 
Neck, who repeaoc-dly heaped 
praise on Commandante Juan 
ticnitez Ay"la, recently ap-
pointed head of the Mexican 
Federal Judicial Police 
district in Matamo.os. located 
across the Hio Grande from 
Brownsville. 
··He·s the hero," Ne"k said 
of Bemtez. "If it had:!'! bet:n 
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for him. we wouldn't be as far vehicles and three cars 
along in the investigation right belonging to suspecteJ drug 
naw." dealers because of information 
An inlernational manhunt is he provided in one case alone 
under way for the man and last month, Neck said. 
woman accused of directj,lg a "We'd been working some 
drug trafficking ring that joint narcotics ca!>eS. We 
killed its enemies and random earned their trust. They 
victims for human sacrifice, earntd our trust. This has 
mutilating them and removing r".ally worked out," Neck said. 
their brains in the belief it The nationally publicized 
would make the cultists more disappearance March 14 of 
powerful. Mark Kilroy, 21, a University 
Four suspects are Jailed in of Texas student who disap-
Mexico. U.S and Mexican peared during a spring break 
authorites are searching for trip to tile -border, r.ested that 
the ringleaders and II other relationship. . 
suspects in the slayings oC at "When Mark I\.llrloY 
least 13 young men and b~ys on disapfl<!8red. the first person 
the cult's ranch near we went to was Benite:." Neck 
Mat3moros. said. "He worked day and 
Officials expect to name at nightaf:er that." 
least four more suspects this Benitez's 'lgents solved the 
week case, finding Kilroy's body 
U.S. drug investigators had buried with others on the ranch 
worked routinely with Benitez last Tuesday, obtaining from 
Since his arrival J>cvcriti Ule suspects they arrested a 
months ago. motive and the names of the 
They were able to seize 18 cult's ring leaders. 
Nelson and Robert McKay, 
executive director of the 
Council of Large Public 
Housing Authorities, complain 
that public housing operating 
budgets are being used to 
finance anti-drug measures. 
Seattle is an example, 
McKay said. 
"The Seattle Housing 
Authority has been funding its 
own anti-drug efforts out of its 
regular operating !Judget for 
the past two years," Harry 
Thomas, f:'··_ecutive direcfor, 
wrote HUD recently. "We are 
using funds that are 
df'Sperately needed for regular 
maintenance and operation. 
"The Seattle Housing 
Authority has been put in the 
untenable position of having to 
decide whether to pay for 
garba~e pickup. or fund anti-
drug elforts, ,. 
Cooking 
Fresh Food 
Specifically 
For "You" 
Is OUf 
lunch Combo Special 
Broccoli Beef 2 95 
or Sweet & SQur Chicken _ 
IT'" EVEJ\YONE7 lONlE1\N 
Thij updated AIDS presentation goes a step beyond 
knowledge to explore attitudes about AIDS. It 
presents basic facts and may help you think about 
YOut own personal risk behaviors and beliefs 
associated with the AIDS virus. 
,._ ... _ MO~IDAV; APRIL 17 
11:30AM 
Vermillion Room OR 
THURSDAY, APRIL 20 
11:30 AM 
Sangamon Room 
Student Center 
AIDS AWARENESS WEEK IS APRil 17-21 
Part of Your slue Student H oallh Program 
Large Meatlover"s. Cheese Lovers or Suprerne 
Only $9.99 
Supmae 
t(~,..,th Pt=ppmuu. MuJ,tu,"IITI\ 
8rd.anJ J'bd tJo"AMf1g!.. Omnru . .m:iGn.'t'flI~'<"b 
MwLower'. 
A ~"",'. omb.~'1(1~ 
kah.Hl~"''-Ill'.~ull.Ham,&..on 
.1nd Rtti ilnJ P.\fJ.lnppIU2'-
Makin' it 2rear! 
DIne-In/Carry Out or Fast. Free Delivety 
Get a Large Meat Lover·s. Cheese Lover's or 
Supreme Pizza for $9.99 ~
NO COUrON NECESSARY 
OffNgoodlnCaruondaJe 457-7112 UsbondaleDelivery 
0ffN g~ '" Marlon 997-2424 Manon Deltliery 
Offer good In Henin 988-164- HetTin DeIlYa}' 
Offer good In Benlon 439-{)3S9 Benton Delivery 
Offer good In Murphysboro 687-4022 Murphysboro Delivery 
Not valid with any other PjZ7~ Hut cffer. 
IIMrrED DELIVERY AREA Offer L ires Mav 21.1989. 
House waits for Wright ethics report 
WASHINGTON (UPI) -
Two House members 
cautioned Sunday against 
making early judgments on 
the propriety of the financial 
dealings of Speaker Jim 
Wright, subject of an ethics 
committee probe ex;:w>cted to 
be released this week. 
«We shouldn't be condemning the man or 
exonorating him in advance." 
In an interview on ABC's 
"This Week with David 
Brinkley," HouSto Majority 
Leader Thomas Foley, D-
Wash., and Rep. Yin Weber, R-
Minn., a;:t"eed that it was 
important to wait for the 
results of a lengthy House 
ethics committee investigation 
on allegations that Wright 
profited from his office. 
"I think the discussion (on 
Wright's future) is premature 
and that's one of the problems 
many of on the Republican 
side have with what has 
happened over the last few 
days," Weber said. 
"We have not seen the 
report. We do not know what 
allegations are going to be 
made. And more importantly, 
we certainly have not seen the 
committee's rationale, even 
for those charges that luve 
managed to be leaked out to 
Higher wage· 
hascaused 
oppositions 
Scripps Howard News Service 
WASIDNGTON - A dispute 
over the minimum wage is 
likely to trigger the first 
legislative showdown between 
President Bush and 
Democrats who dominate both 
houses on Capitol Hill. 
Tbe dispute is partly a 
matter of political philosophy 
- and partly a matter of how 
mucb and bow soon. 
Bush is willing to raise the 
minimum from $3.35 an hour to 
$4.25 by January 1992. 
Democrats, led -'by Sen. -Ed-
ward Kennedy, D-MasS., say 
that's not enough. They want .-
the news media," he said. 
"We shouldn't be con· 
demning the man or 
exonorating him in advance." 
The 12-member committee 
- the only House panel 
composed of an ('qual number 
of Demvcrats and Republicans 
- scheduled a Monday 
morning session at which it 
may publicly detail the 
charges against Wright, D· 
Texas. 
The committee voted last 
June to start a preliminary 
inquiry and hired Chicago 
lawyer Richard Phelan to 
conduct the investigation, 
which lasted nine months, cost 
at least $1.2 million and looked 
into several deeades of 
Wright's life. 
According to several 
reports, the committee found 
enougb evidence to accuse 
Wright formally of violatioru; 
and to proceed to a trial-like 
hearing to determine if the 
$4.55 an hour by October l~l. ··r-r~ 
Here, in question-and~ 
answer form, is an explanation 
of the proposed increase and 
why the two sides disagree: 
Q. What is Congress doing 
about the minimum wage'? 
A. Both houses have passed 
legislation raising the 
minimum wage to $4.55 an 
bour over a three-year period. 
It woold be the first increase 
since the minimum was raised,.. -, 
to $3.35 inJanuaJ)'oU~J. _ -'.~ 
Q. Are the tWo hills. iden-.. . , 
tical? - -::-'~ 
A. No. Both raise' the 
minimum to $4.55. and both 
specify a iower, 60-day 
training wage for. r:ew 
workers. But other pl'f'.NlSIOns 
differ. For example, tbe 
Senate version includes a 
proposal by Sen. William 
Armstrong, R-Colo., .~ let 
Social Security reelpleBts: 
under 70 earn· IDOre-- money .~ 
before losing _. retirement - . 
benefits. Difference$ in the-twe-. 
bills will be resol¥ed..b.f.}l joint <. 
conference committee. . 
Q. Is there disagreement 
over the training wage? 
A. Yes. Bush .wants a 
training wage for all new 
hires. The House and Senate 
would limit the training wage 
to workers who never have 
worked before. The Senate bill 
adOs another provision - that 
no more than 25 percent of an 
employer's work force be 
drawing the traimng wage. 
Q. WIll the pre:oident l">ign the 
legislation" 
A. He says $4.25 an hour is 
his li!Ilit. He seems to have the 
votes to uphold 3 veto. 
-Rep. Vin Weber, R-Minn. 
charges are true. 
Some of those charges 
reportedly COilcern Wright's 
financial relations with George 
Mallick, a longtime friend and 
Fort Worth business associate. 
Wrignt and Mallick were 
partners in an investment firm 
that employed Wright's wife. 
Betty. at $18.000 a year. 
Other charges involve 
publicatIOn of Wright's book. 
.. Reflections of a Public Man. " 
which largely was sold in bulk 
to lobbyists and special in-
terest groups, and for which 
Wright received an unusually 
large royalty. 
Btlt Foley, who holds the No. 
2 Democratic leadership post 
and is considered Wright's 
likely successor should he be 
toppled as a result of the ethics 
charges, defended his feUow 
congressman. 
"I think the speaker will 
continue to be the speaker in 
this Congress, in the nut 
Congress, as long as the 
Democratic Party has the 
majority in CongrESS. as long 
as he wishes to," Foley told 
ABC. "I think that he'll be 
cleared of these charges. .,. 
The speaker is confident he 
can show fr.ere is no violation 
of the rules." 
Foley also agr<!ed that it was 
important to wait for the 
r.ommitte€ to release its fin-
dings. "It's unfair to criticize 
the speaker for answering 
charges that have been widely 
reported in the press." he said. 
Weber. however, said he was 
concerned that Wright last 
week launched "a pre-emptive 
defense oy atta,'king the ethics 
committee itself and its in-
tegrity." 
Wright, responding Thur-
sday to news reports of the 
impending report. said he 
would "fight to the last ounce 
of conviction and energy that I 
possess" to prove he is not 
guilty. 
Wright made his defense 
Thursday surrounded by t'lme 
50 fellow Democrats ""ho 
wanted to .. how their support 
for the embattled speaker. 
Graduation 
Special 
Hewlett-Packard 
lowers the price of 
raising your 
standards. 
·\n Ill' "I<'nlill, ',lkul,dl>1 
t-.lll ht. .. lp \t'l1 perhU"111 \\ .\ 
.1bll\t,' :--t~lnttHd "\nd nl l \\ 
!Ill' price i" I"\\l'r th,wl'\ ,'I 
HP-ISC 555.89 
HP-llC 538.89 
TI-55D1 $19,95 
(,ef \"(~ur~ tl",dd\ 
(h~ ~!~L:~~ 
710 BOOKSTORE 
Good Thru May 5,1989 
while quantities last 
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Hand off 
Members of the Ell? Team from Chatham, 
0ntar10 hand off the bdiOi1 ~ the 1989 IlInoiS 
R/ve( to RIver relay race Salurtlay afternoon. 
The race started near the MIssIssIppI RIver ~ 
Pine Hilb and ended near the OhIo RIver In 
Golconda. 
Italians decry Soccer tragedy 
ROME <t.JPI) - Italians, no 
stranger l:o soccer tragedy, 
Sunday decried the calamity in 
Sheffield, England, where 94 
people were killed as fans 
s:uged into a packed stadium 
grandstand. 
"An Absurd Slaughter," 
declared La Gazzetta Spor-
tiva, a sports daily. The paper 
laid the blame in a front-page 
piece on official British 
negligence ranging from poor 
club organization to in-
. 4. ~petent police supervision. 
_ '. "We are {aced with' the 
'.'\riIunpb C)( stupidity in a 
country marked ~itb terrible 
Soccer violenc.-e but incapable 
of learning," the paper said. 
..... The atrocious reckOning 
has been paid by tbe fans of 
Liverpool" 
Most of those crushed to 
death in the Hillsborough 
stadium Shturday were 
Liverpool fans attending an 
FA Cup semifinal against 
Nottingham. 
Liverpool fans incited the 
May 1985 riot in Heysel 
Stadium in Belgium that cost 
39 lives, mostly Italian, at a 
European Cup final between 
Liverpool and Juventus of 
Turin. 
On Sunday Italian President 
Francesco Cossiga sent his 
"most deep-:eIt condolences" 
to Queen Elizabeth II. Pope 
John Paul II telegrammed his 
condolences Sunday to English 
Cardinal Basil Hume. 
"Deeply saddened by tbe 
Sheffield stadium tragedy 
which caused the loss of a 
great number of human lives 
and provoked wounds in so 
many familips whose loved 
ones left bome for a day of 
relaxation and pleasure," the 
Vatican telegram said., "the 
Holy Father prays for the sot.Js 
of tbe dead and invokes the 
comfort of God lor the nation 
::Ctd.'!. tbose personally al-
For Carlo Duchene, 38, 
teIevisi:);1 images of the horror 
at Sheffield re"ived memories 
of his ordeal at Heysel He was 
clubbed by an English spec-
tator, leaving him in a coma 
for a month and costing him 
most of his sight. 
"I was expecting another 
HeyseI," said Duchene, a 
barber now living in San Remo 
on the Italian Riviera. "I was 
too shocked by tbe violence of 
the English fans to think that 
such a tragedy would not be 
repeated." 
Milan's irtfluential Corriere 
Della Sera newspaper spoke of 
tbe "carnage in :1n English 
stadium lour days after the 
readmission of British teams 
into European cup play and 
four years after the tragedy of 
Heysel." 
Added a Corriere columnist: 
"It is clear that in England the 
bands of hooligans and 
hotheads are alive and well, 
deal to any call to common 
sense and ponce restraint." 
Last week the families of 
Italians killed at Heysel 
protested the decision by the 
European Union of Footbt.1J-
Associations allowing English 
clubs to return, witb British 
government approval, to 
European competition in 1990-
91. The Liverpool club was to 
be banned an additional three 
years. 
Juventus President Gian-
piero Roniperti welcomed that 
decision and said Liverpool 
should be "pardoned." Others 
bitterly protested UEF A's 
lifting of the ban. 
"Clearly, those who decided 
to readmit English clubs to 
European cup play didn't lose 
anyone at Heysel," said a 
spokesman for the Association 
of Heyse) Victims. 
Soccer fans clash in Amsterdam 
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands 
(UP!) - Fans of two rival 
Dutch soccer teams clashed at 
the Olympic stadium Sunday, 
prompting baton char$es by 
riot police to quell the VIolence 
which left at lelSt 'n people 
injured, aut.~orities said. 
Police said three officers 
were among the 'n casualties. 
A police spokesman said 24 
people were arrested and held 
on suspicion of inciting the 
violence, which occurred 
before, during and after a 
game between archrivals Ajax 
Amsterdam and Feyenoord of 
Rotterdam. 
The scuffle erupted less than 
a day after 94 people were 
killed and 170 others injured by 
a surging crowd at a soccer 
stadium in Sheffield, England, 
in Britain's worst soccer 
disaster. 
The unrest in Amsterdam 
began Sunday morning before 
the match when 250 supporters 
of the Feyenoord team stopped 
the train they were travelling 
on by pulling the emergency 
brake as it pulled into Am-
sterdam. 
The fans disembarked and 
ploughed through the 
southeastern part of the Dutch 
capital toward the Olympic 
stadium, leaving a trail of 
destruction in their wake. 
Once at the stadium, fIghting 
broke out between rival fans. 
Riot police were called in 
and maae baton charges at the 
stands and in nearby streets in 
order to keep the rival fans 
apart. 
The start of the game was 
delayed 20 minutes. After the 
match, more violence broke 
out as about 2,000 Feyenoord 
fans, angry at their team's 4-1 
defeat at the hands of Ajax, 
clashed with 500 fans from the 
Amsterdam team. 
IBM tops in United Way awards 
CHICAGO (UPl) - mM 
QJrp. received top honors from 
United Way of America, which 
presentef. its second annual 
Spirit of America awards t9 13 
corporate philanthropic 
leaders Sunday. 
IBM, Armonk, N.Y., 
received the overall Spirit of 
America award during a 
ceremony on the second day of 
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United Way of America's 
national Volunteers Con-
ference, which runs through 
Monday at the Chicago Hilton 
and Towers. 
Last year, mM employees 
nationwide contributed $31.8 
million through tbe company's 
corporate campaign - an 
increase of $2.6 million over 
1987 contributIOns. United Way 
said in a news release. The 
corporation donated the 
largest single corpora te gift to 
United Way, $16.5 million. 
Microsoft Corp., Redmond, 
Wash., received the 
Trailblazer Award for in-
troducing a, electronic pledge 
card that enabled employees 
t.o pledge donations using their 
computer terminals. 
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CI) ... __________ Anno __ IlllCeln __ en.IS ___ .. 
CI) 
o 
-o 
• 
-0 (J) 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADVERTISING j " 
'Open RaIe...._._-S6.IS per column inch. per day 
Mioumwn Ad su..: 1 column indJ 
Space RuervIIion DeodIine: ~~ys ~IO 
Roqw-: AU 1 column dusified display ..tverIis<:menI an: 
lajuimd 10 have • 2-poinl border. Other borden an: aa:epIabIe "" 
Iargcr ex>lumn widIbo. Rc-<ene ad~ an: notKCCJllable in 
dauified display • 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES 
Ci-ed em -.-live 1IIIIIIiDa.lola) 
1 day-__ ~ per line, per day 
2 days..-.S9¢ per _. perday 
3 days-.S3t per line, per day 
S days_.41' per 1inB. per day 
6--9 day .... 41' per line, per day 
10.19 daya38q.cr line, per day 
20 ar 1IICft32q1er line, per day 
Minimum Ad Si2e: 3 lines. 
30 dIano<urIIine 
Copy DoadIine: 12 N-. 
1 day prior 10 pdlW:aIicD 
VJJa/MasIerc8rd AocepIcd 
Credit card dwJes Ibrough 
!he mail arover the phone 
&Ie IimiJed 10 ..... 530. 
.-1--------------..... 
--.-CI) 
CI) 
o 
-o 
SMILE ADVERTISING RATES 
I indL ______ .$6'OO 
51.00 for cac:b addiIiaaal iDch. 
Arlwookdl8rJe.-__ .$I.OO 
PbaIopapI: dIuJe.._..$S.OO 
Minimum Ad $iz· 
ICoJuma 
Manum Ad Size: 
1 cal-a; 16iDc:11es 
st-ce R.eserwIioa Deadline: 2 p.m.. 2 days priOIlO 
p>bIi<:aIiaa 
~: Smile. _ -desi&ned lObe used ~ mdividaaIJ 
"'0II8ftizaica1 forpenaaollldvalilina -1IirIbda)'s. ~, 
conarualMioal.CIC. .... _ for aJIIIIIICIci.II UK ... 10 __ eYeIIi! 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING POLICY 
"'Auto 
GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHIClfS 
from 30100. ford,. Mercede$. 
Corve"...,. Chery.. ~'PI,... Buyer. 
Guide II) 805·687·6000 Ext. S· 
9!i01. 
5'2-89 In2Aal47 
~~c:: ':;~ ~d.:":~:J !:i 
~17--89 $6500, 997·~:;t...,136 
il~i~;~~~ ~~'':y 
Gop. $800 080. 529-4995 ah .. 
5 
4·18 89 I 2932AaD9 
1982 fORD EXP run> and lOOk. 
good. $2000. Call alter 5 pm. 
087·4457. 
4-19-89 2835AaI38 
1984 RENAULT AlliANCE, run. 
g,ool, body in very good cond .• 
5&-,. Cal Oft .. 3 pm. 549·1179. 
4-21·89 2996Aa1t:0 
PERFECT COllEGE CAR, 1975 
Chevy Impala Wagon. Call lor 
mo<e in/a. 549-1143. Price negot. 
4·17·89 3018Aa136 
1976 BUICK CENTURY 305 
:fi~~~ l;"~h:.,~~~ 
c:uact;;:~5~~battery. $600. 
~~~88;EEP CHEi!OK~?¥!tS 
dr.~ QUSo~ air, P$. pb, Il8W tir., 
Some TV5I. runs goacl. 985-2344. 
4·19·89 3112Aa138 
1975 GRAND PRIX runs -':l 
=,*"~.~.~~ 
4-21·89 2998Aal.40 
1985 CAVE1JER STA1lONWAGON, 
=:"C!ir~9~S'~.~ gra 
5'10-89 3138Aa":53 
1980 fORD FAIRMONT. \OOb.-. 
r:,' g~i~~~ ~~~'5a-4.20~ 3156Aa139 
:t ~SU~ ~0~spa...;..4.!J: 
~es.;.~.,;,~~ne$lS;i5 
080. 
4·21·89 3278AaIAO 
i 984 CHEVROLET CELEBRITY 
>lotion wagon. e.ceIent condition. 
am-lm stereo radio, oc. lot. of other 
nice exira •• 86.)0(' mile.. $3500 
080.942,4279 alter 5 pm. 
4·21·~ 3199Aa140 
GOVERNMENT SflZED VEHIClf. 
from S 1 00. Ford •. Merced .... 
CorveIIes. Chery.. Surplus. Buyers 
Guide. III 805-657·6000 Ext. S· 
9501. 
~9~~9 VW VANAGO~'~ 
ooxceU-t -.d .• oc, am.fm _, .• 
aux. '-, ~ 4. $S5OO. 98&· 
8676 
4·17·89 3040Aal36 
1982 MERCURY LYNX blUe. 2 dr .• 
~r:t.~.ai:;,,';"~i;~bt' :::~ '~: 
$1500 080. ~9·2061. 
4·17·8" 3OB8Aal36 
1965 MUSTANG NEW beltran 
poin. black, ""w chrome. and 
R:!,~~~t~~e~2~;X;:li: 
4·17·89 3089AgI3§ 
:.:~a!t:$800.B~ 
6-430. 
4· 18·89 Jl)7~""137 
!~r..~a~~~~.eV~~~n~O:ftnJ 
bra~es. DC, am·lm, $550. OIIV. 
457-6284. 
4·24-89 3095Aa141 
1984 MfTSU8ISHI STARION TulbO 
ES. 5 'Pd. blac~ w/ton, I.lly 
loaded. mu,t 'ee, S5600 080. 
529·1279. 
4-17·89 3111Aa136 
\984 fORD ESCORT. 4 dr., blue 
~C;;r~~1;,~JC<4IIIeno condition. 
4·17·89 3247Aal36 
INSURANCE 
Health- ~T:""lonQ 
Auto- ---s;:. 
Mo'orcycles a Bogls 
Homo a Mobile Hc:.:na 
AYALA 
INSURANCE 
457-4123 
1980 VW RABBIT Diesel. Som. 
ru,~, S1000·S500 OBO. Call 
~~~y ah.r J pm, Phone 529· .. 
3; 46Aa139 
DODGE :ON ... UE:ST TURBO 86 
model. fully oulomo.k. low 
mileoge. halchbock. block. exc 
condo $7000 was S9000. 457· 
7930 
4·20·89 3261AalJ9 
~;'.~~~::I~: 2im~ 
mi .• S52000s0. CaD 549·6910. 
4-20·89 3263Ao 1 39 
ATTtN: GOV'T SEIZED vehicle. 
from 5100. Ford •• Marced ••• 
~7ti'.~~fJ8~8~;s ES:~". 
1793. 
4-19·89 
' ........................ , •• ~ t .................. ,.tt •• " •• \ •• 
ACT NOW! "beoulih;1 house, DC. 1 
r!~~s~r2Ii~~;~~~~;d~~;:~I~ 
bn-e.z8\<. . ..ry enao!ad, 2 car 9C!roge, 
wId. location i. Hwy 51. Ie" ,hon a 
mile from compus. Call for 
appointment: 618·4~·8940 (9·5 
pm) Alk for Dennis Dugon cr (all 
618·462·9233 or 618·46<'-1290. 
I 4-21·89 3202Afl<10 
ATTENTION· -GQV'T HOMES from 
$1 {U-repair). Oelinq. tax prop 
Repo. 1-602·838·8885 Ex: GH 1793. 
4-! 9·89 309SAf138 
CAATERVIllf. 3 lG. bdI"lTI>. 2 bdh', 
fireplace, 1800 $Q. ft., excellenf 
~t;rhoad. $79,000. ;~go~~ ~5 
R. fl. Williams 
farm ~ Variety Store 
Hol.lrs: Dafly 7:30 am - 5 pm: Sat til 3pm 
684-4675 
LUXURY 2 BDRMS Unlurn or futn 
ovoiJ. May, June, Of Aug lov.("{y 
:~rs·.i~fremely ni .. c l 5~~"i~::, t1~ 
WEST MIU STREET Apa,'mon" 
Carbondok!, jusl ocrO!>'!> \Ve!.1 Mill 
SI. I.fom <OfllpU~, ill orte 'h~u!lC1nd 
bloc.... Very converlll~nl k:>cohon, 10 
ccmpU"!., I-Iolionol Food!.. 
IOlJndromof~, and doW"ntowfl 
Duplexe!., gross)" IOl!. and ~hodc 
~~d~,~~~elu~:e~~i~;o r~~:o~:d 
i ~~~r?:l ~R~57~782aopeted, 
Ic.ikhen down, no one obo ... e or 
below YOl!o Bedroom" hove 
winck.w$ on tw<.> !.ides, excellenl 
ero!., yentilation, alrtO centrol air 
and heal. Furnis-hPd or unfumi~d 
Owners ~ I.aw-.-ns, remo\le 5ofIOW 
lrom tily >idewolh. pay for nannal 
refuse removal, sect><ily ~!!hl>, and 
pat control. Well maintained, very 
, 
i 
5·11 ·89 2468Bo 1 54 
LARGE J BDRM apl., furn .• ac. 
mu.1 be neal and clean. no pel', 
457·;782. 
5-10·89 3846Bo 153 
~~~~;~eA~n~I.F'<>;'~~(it~~ 0 a~d 
premiur" cable TV. Sor~oin ro!ei 
year round. limiled ope<I'''!P.. Ell. I 
or 2 bdrm. lor appl. call 549-
7846. 
4·17·89 263180136 
DOWNTOWN CARBONDALE, 
TWO 1 bdnn apI •. Available May 
15.457·5080. 
4·27·89 319580144 
401 W. MONROE Jliciency 5260 
for Mar, I bdrm S275 and 2 bdrm 
S365 Augu5l. Includes heal, "''''''", 
nice Ironl parch. 549·7, SO. 
4·25·89 317580142 
2 BNlM5; UV. kit., bOih; I.rn, TV; 
~ ~::'1~.~t~:;'41;~ng S270 
5·5·89 3145801!iO 
STUDIO APARTMENT: CLEAN, 
Nell-maintained, and oc with many 
Joco'ion~ wilhin """clk'· 9 di~lonce 
lrom campus_ 457·4422. 
5·10·89 2748Bo 1 53 
2 AND 3 BDRM apl .• 'in~l. rm. 
U~~';:~ __ ~Z~Z~ie5;':.6 S. 
5 10-89 304680 1 53 
2 BEDROOM, UNfURNISHED. 
S450~47 5 mo 8enin9 Prt;.perty 
~2~~~Y~~h~s~u:,~~s~~!" 
and 'Pring 53SO per monlh. 011". 
~ ~f =~t~~yf.'c~ir~l 
7352 or 529·5777. 
4·2<1·89 2744Bol45 
SOUTH POPLA~ STREET 
~fr~rst:n~~~s;, ~~lrS~~:~~' frj~~ 
~r:Jh~~la~S~~~~n::lfr":r~~ 
~=:~:m;~-~~:;e:~~ 
one·bedrooms, $>Orne lorge 
eHiciencle!t. furnished or 
~n!:~~~~:::ir~Fu7e I~;,;:~~t 
s-oow removal l.-om ciry ~de ... oIh. 
~e';:urily lights, aod ped coni.'?' 
well mo~nlr.:neJ, \fery c~ehh ... e 
~'S;;;";4~ l!d ~ OIlic::: 
~fl ~~I~ ~:yt}~\r",d~~ .;';~~ 
or 5'!9-S777 
4·27·f,9 2741801 •• 
EfFKIENCIES ClEAN. WEll· 
Maintained. and (Ie, w;lh many 
localions within walking distance 
~"'iO'a"s.mpu. call 457'~~i1Ro IS) 
Management. 205 E. Mai". 457· 
~~::.89 301180141 I / fOR RENT 
""' AVAILABLE NOWI Ibdrm, 
unfurnis-hed, apl. CoOlod lewis. 
Par~ OIfice. 800 ". Grand. 457· Carbondale 
0446. SUMMER RATES 4·24·89 3OO9!10141 
2 BDRM. BASEMENT apI., nice. a.. ...... Apu.. L...f,e elf. on 
Monroe Sr. aeron (rom public w.ne..1Iood.St50.00po<rno. 
~~id~'!"'5;~:8.denl' Call _ ... AfOL 2-lx._ 608 
4·17-89 3\07BolJ6 LP~llSt. $11S.oopermo. 
WHa- _ ~-I>r. AC. 
, APARTMENTS J unr-....nlihed,. 122S Wa.t f~ St. $250.00 per mo. 
.... ~'!!:PROV~_ \ ..... ,.... Altutllltlesp.id. 
rutnls.hcd. 6106 $_ WoQhlnaton-
~;;c:..~:: ~~\ ~l9S.oopiCfmo. 
\ •• Ito,_ ..... at 60& North \ I SUMMER ONLY '1 00I<lAn0j. ~-br. -- "9!>.OO : pt!r, ... smderWlb.SJ1S.CIO f 
I 
Efficiencies & 3 Bct71I Apts J ... _ ...... _5."""'"" 
THE QUADS I. 
=.. ... ..!~21oc 
• 
J207S. w;'11 
c ..... 
457-4123 
,29:2620 
. Show Apt. 1-5pm I 131WMfMIIlnlt. ! \.. c;.rlMtn4Mle, IL ..) .. M~W·F 
t Bedroom Units stlll Avdllablell 
• Swimming Pool • Pool Table 
• Tennis Courts • Big Screen 1V 
• Weight Room • Laundromat 
800 £ Grdnd Avenue 457-0446 
TOP C'DALE LOCATIONS 
Luxury Efficiencies near campus 
408 S. Poplar-grads and law only 
ApI$. I. Z. 3. 4.+. 6.7.8 
2 Bdrm Fum Apts • Bdnn Fum Apts 
805 W. Main Sf. 806 Bridge St. 
2. 5. 6-fall -+. 4-SprIng 
423 W. Monroe 
"1:3.4.5.6 
2 J 0 S. Springer 
+ 
905 W. Sycamore 
3-SPling 4-faU 
1.2 DupleJ<.faU 
3.4. 5. Triplex.fall 
905 W. Sycamore 
l.Ualt 
805 W. Main st. 
l.falt 
210 S. Springer 
+ ... 4 Fall 
A.J..iQ1 
&. 2 Bdrm Furnished Apts .. 
two miles west of CDale. 
Absolutely No Pets 684-4l45 
. . ... ' ','.'.' i' I. "D-~'~"k~}.Pt\alT~·Apiil i'i'liffl!i ....... l'lgl. I', 
' .. .(,.1, • i .. iJJ .. t • .i..i ; .. 1· .... '. ( ; ~ .... J"';.; 1 
! 
('DALE Fl'~N. APTS: One block . 
~robd~:::1~7t'p!~Om~:,~bd:; i 
i1::? rbr,.;' ~~~;~~ ';09S: ! 
~~r 5750 per me. Call 687- i 
5·10·89 277080 153 I 
BONNIE OWEN PROPERTY I ~~~~lle.\.~;..C;::~ 
and managemenl .-I.. • 
4·19-89 2525S0138 
WHY ROOM WITH 01 or 5 
::i'd.""':!:iert'Si2s :nS~ the 
mo. P .... o.k. Call 529-01«01 'I: 
deleD!.. 
5·1·89 28.cOBal0l6 
QUAlITy' CLEAN, QU'ET, 
efficiencies, I. 2, and 3 bdrm 
apart. do ... 10 campus, 687-19:l8. 
5'2-89 3OS3Ba147 
LARGE 1 AND 2 bdrm. 
Unfurnished, I block from campu •. ! Call 68.c-2313 alter 5. 
4·19·89 29S9BaI38 
THREE BEDROOM APT. wilhir. 
walkins.. di.'once. CI~r~ I 
comlor1oblo, J.,.. ulililieo, fvrni.-s. 
Avail. Fair '89 . .0157-7658, 687· 
f,:89 ~~I 
I BDRM, QUIET neigr : I 
Some util. poid~ cit, $150 mo., 
~78S«Uri1y. aher 5"....937-
~~21ibitM618~~ 
Drive, all app!i_ large d8ck, 
~(:~~ta~"9~ 
~SOUR ~t.!"6;;!, 
::: ~~'!rand~~..:: I 
mobile hom ... lell. See our ad I 
under mobile home. C" .c57-7352/ 
0< 529-5777. 
5·9-89 3177Ba152 
AUG. WAlK TO compu •• exira j 
t:;.!is"=. := ;'::: ~4~: I 
4808. 
~'~&rM, I BATH.$JaiJ ~Bg :S 
=Iitie:~ s;:~~. dillance from 
4.1r'89 313080137 
MARRIED, GRAD PROFL 1-2·3 
bdrm, ~. unlurn. oc, low 
t~~=1ease.s':9~:S~:-Aug. , 
6-13.89 3204211<>15.01 
I BDRM APAP.TS.unils avail. In 
~:':;= ".:;Ii1..1 ~f~ C~ 
5.019-8294. 
01·25-89 3151Bal42 
FURN. efFICIENCY. CLOSE 10 
CDIIpJI. Pre! ... grad, law, or Mad , 
~"tl,~~!~-'\ 
.t-29 ·89 3~651!a 139 I 
;~X~~ar;u~~·:~:~~ t,~ 
51udem only. No pob. 68.c." 145. 
5·10-89 25u5BaI53 
~~. ?!.J~LQ:I'.~'= 
~rs9 Call 68.c.41.d52504BaI53 
DISCOUNT HOUSING, 1 .,"~ 2 
~C.di~cr68A~~. 2111i. W 
5-10-89 25C180153 
DUNN APARTMENTS EFflClCNCY 
:.:n1/ !:ib':l~lj:/l :~: 
Convenienllo shopping and school. 
250 S. l.ewio LN .. 457·2.0103. 
5-10-89 281380153 
SPACO'JS UM'URNISHED I 6dniI. 
all electric, air conditioner, qui" 
Dr'm. 457-52'6. 
~t~ TWO be,,2~t~!:,~! 
;',,'!:'3A6oa ca:"'.4s7i.~9s;'1enI 
4-::-6-89 2862801A3 
~~~~~~..:,~.:..:: 
457·4000 Of 457-8621. 
4-28-l!9 2829BaI45 
fURNISHED EFFICIENCY WITH lUi 
kachen. s..m.- role $95 _. 529· 
224l. 
01·28·89 2834Ba145 I DiDO( FROM _, 2 bdI'/II, 
==s.~, ~i~s5:~~ 
waler and lraoh included, 457· 
7355. 
~-89 29356,147 ...£.'A~~J.WR: 
CenIer,308 1/2 E. Iiooler. PIoone 
529-5134aller6pno. 
~. =, 405 w.0ak:28g1~ 
Swamon " 529·5294. 
"·21-89 295780140 
5 BDRM. 606 S. fores!, fum. air, 
~,~57~~' Fall lease. 5.019· 
5·4-89 308180149 
~LKonA~~~ ';\,:,c;.r~ 
I, ~f 3, or 01 bdnn ..,.. .• no s,s, ~~29~:Ju;:.;.. ts· 29-
4·19-89 299080138 
SUMMER ONLY I bdr",. Mill 51 
Wall 10 danes, oc, furn. New 
:r'ccili 1~\:;!~5:8~65"5'!: 
529-295.01. 
4·19·89 298980138 
GfOB..;erOWN APT. lOVELY 
_ fum. c< unfvm. Renling fall, 
wmmar lor 2, 3, or 4 peo£!e. 
~r;cpen 10-5:30. g~2i 151 
2 IIDRM APT. lor ,ani, c!!" ... 10 
campu •• heal, walar and Irc.h 
included, $350 mo. Call 549-0591 
andleoveaRllll509"-
4·19·89 318180138 
l\·s a.JUNGLE out there! 
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR THAT 
CERTAIN APARTMENT? 
ROYAL RENTALS has the apartment~~~11 
you are looking for ... 
Egyptian Sands 
Logan Apts 
summer fall 
$140 $190 
$125 $175 
Lincoln Apts $145 $195 
Come by and pick up ~~~....::::::~ 
one of ROYAL RENTALS --.-. ... ~"!L'II 
housing brochures 
for the rates 
of all our locations. 
3 BDRM HOUSE. Summer 5330, 
Fall 5390, cb ..... 5lU and IDinois 
Ave. 529·1539. 
5·10·89 17031lbl~3 
2 BDkM HOUSE. Corlerville 
duplex. Fronl deck. backyd, quiet, 
tIO.~9counlry, 5200. fro~~fs-3 
CARBONDALE ENGLAND 
~~"!.m'13~;:~i'; ~;:.: 
..57-8220. 
4·18-89 25268b 137 
F~ TOP CDAlE lOCa'ion. furn, 
~:1IJi~t:; lor two. No pels 
5· I 0·89 2508Bb 1 53 
DISCOUNT HOUSING 2, 3, and 4 
t:;'j ~~ ~6s~4f:'S: 2 mi 
5-10-89 2:o;o7BbI53 
FAu.. TOP COALE lOcolion."'2,3, 
01. 5. and 6 bdrm fv' n. hou..,.. No 
pob. cal 684·41.d5. 
5·10·89 2509\lb153 
SPRING OR FALL nea' compu. on 
Soulh Jame. 51. 3 bdrm lurn_ 
hou ..... no pels. cot /084'4145. 
5·10·89 2S11Bbl53 
AVAIL JUNE I, lUxury 3 bdml, 2 
balh., brid. hou", wil~  and 
~~f c::'~~~l mi. W. of 
5,10-89 _ .. _ .. ___ 2~153 
ACT NOW! A ~hlul hou .. lor 
rent. i.I'. 1 plus acre yord, 6 
~:::,~,~f~ 
<Dr garoga, ... /d,locotion io Hwy 51. 
less 1hon Q mil. from campUI. 
Available May 15, $195 mo. 
ReplOruible irKliv. onfy. Call lor 
appcin.menl: 618·466·8940 19·5 
pm) A .. for Donni. Dugan or calf 
618·A62·9233 or 618·466·1290. 
4·21·89 3202Sb140 
, Impczrial M~CG 
Now LeasIng 
for 
Summer ~ Fall 
-Housing for the 
~rlous Sh.dent" 
- Furnished, 
one bedroom 
and effldendes 
Includ'ls: 
Carpet &. Air 
Laundry facllides 
Water. Trash &. Sewer 
Qean &. Quiet 
No pets 
Shown by 
fippointm'lnt 
only 
549-6610 
fURNISHtU HUU:.t:~ lVi< renl, .I 
bdrm and 4 bd,m. no pels., must 
5ig" lease, securily deposil 
~~i~/VDilable Aug. 16. coli 
4·204·89 ? . ABb141 
... BDRM HOU~E. For sum, .~ 
behi..d Rae Center. 31 4 E. Hesler, 
~1~B~aII 529·51 301 ol~oUb;'J7 
HARRFLL RENTALS QUAUJY 110""" 
for ~udenls and (omilie •. Avail. 
~B'::' CO .... 57-653~700Bb137 
MAY, SIU I block, 5 fdr", I 
furni,hed hou>8, 600 S. ' ~~~~i':';~~g.!eQT laa>e. 457- j 
~~ NfW SPACIO~~t2J~'! I 
lawnhome on Park Sireei. I 
Calhedral cei~ng ... i,h ceiling Inn, 
pri~ol. elf:!:' c:!.~e:~s~~ 
21. Augu5l. Chri" 457-81941' 
or 529·2013. 
5·3·89 29SABb148 
NEAR THE REC Cenl.,;:;JbCfriii; 
baomed ceifing in liv.ng :oom. 
R.linished ~ lbo.;, $465. 
~;-~1~9.~~ :!:!.19. or I 
2 BDRM PROfESSIONAL apl. 2 
fum and I unfurn, DC. hard~ 
floors. Quier area. Close to 
campus, 54001 mo. 1211 W 
SchWartz M and M Rental •. 5.019-
3930 or 529-1218. 
5·10·89 29n7%,53 
3 BDRM 2 BATHS on I acre, 
~age, wood burner, availoble 16, 5390 mo., pets ok. 549· 135. 
4-21·89 2993~bl"'O 
O.RGE ONE BEDROOM ha", •• 
available .. mmer ond IoU, S260 
per month, Sloo MCUrily. :.ocoled 
on S. Giani City Road. call ~57· 
5566011 ... 5".... . 
.01·21-89 2094110140 
607 W. PECAN. 2 bdrm l1Ou, .. , 
r:.:tfa~~. ~ .. ~riZ:· 
4·21·89 30l.olBblAO 
MARRIED, GRAD PROFl. 1·2·3 
:t~iti'.;.. ~:'Rlu'if3rf': ":;.1; 
12 mo. lea ... 549·6598 ..... 
6-13-89 3242Bb154 
~~~!~~~~r~: 
dining roanL Mu51 rani June 10. 
s.....- diS<DUnl, uIiI. incl. wIred.. 
529·266l. 
A-17-89~~ ~JJ: 2 8DRM d~~4in I 
fiving and farmaf dining room. 
~ :t tenl~~=:l~ I r-""'R'~ ..-=ma;-r.=:::r...., 
""ailobfe Augu.', $375. Chri., ,. 11-1'",_ 5;5.3581 52t-1820 
457·81940' S29·2013. 549- JIII.IIIIIiB ftIU. 
rt~f'""" 290188b147~.a '::-~~=:::;.;,;;;!==~ ~::Er~ = :: 
11 .... 'UE..~ I. :: 
---
... _rw_ 
1 ....... SpIIt_lljoIMLIilt """,hdtonWoll. _Z 
__ 2_11«1_ 
$110 fill. 
1-1511 __ 11.3_ fHpIooe._I.. __ 1 
.......,.-...... $125_ 
$165 .... 
S..,N&_S_ ....... _ 2 __ 51«1_ 
$110 ....... _ 
..... .--.... 3 __ 1.. _____ ... ..,.,_ 
-
-... lIIIO 
Z7S ;: 
TOP C'DALE LOCATIONS 
... 
... 
-
... 
.,. 
... 
.,. 
= ,.. ... 
~ 
270 
-:: 
220 
-... ..., 
:: 
.... 
2 BdOD fum. HQUKI !4 840D rum Hoqses 
~~,400,~<104, 
-9Q9A 999B &. 909C ~ &. -4Q9 S.)ama Sr.. 
w. Sycamore ...... UII) '~&. 406 S. James Sr..-
405W.Sycamore 9{{&~ 
I 3998 ge1t1erwl w. Sycamore I 3i1 S. Salelaud 4;14 w 8 _fe 
i ~w 8elt aft!! 409W.S~ 
, (j9~ lU Shell, 
t
! .\ Bdnn Fum HOUR' 317 S. Oakland 
1791 nr 8;e_ e 199 8 Pilcell 
! 
422 W. Sycamore 593)~ GaitlaBli. 
894 \It 8e1t art!! 
! ;2~ ~nn:;:ouses 
I J BdOD· fum, Houses §'8§' 8 11~_1 
i 909 W. SycamoreWW911l 893 lU 8e1 
! 10S W. Sycamore 111 W He
l 
.. :::" 
2. 3 & 4 Bdrm Furnished houses 
two miles West C'DaIe-
Absolutelv No Pets 684·4145 
501 E. College 
457-4422 
; I ***********.i!************* ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!~ FOR RBN'I'-Close to Campus ~ 
A Different Style 0 : iC MUrDIIQQPI lWOBPmIOQ!II HmROQ!II ~ iC 
Country Club Circle i iC :~:;.=",erida .. n :: :~::= :!'::::::- =~.= iC &. . -tc &oz R. C:ukA) 408 1/2 I!. Hester :: :: :-::: aoa Crcstwlcw iC 
Sugar Tree Apartments iC ::~;, ~.:!.!4 :::::::: 408 I/Z B. .... ter ~:~ :;"~l iC 
iC :::!~a!-u.tcr :!!t~"""(bk)::~ ::~::= iC 
__ . __ - --~ • Pool iC :;~;'":.''':'(rnatl ::::.:. ... 201 ::!:::::: ::~=-:: iC 
r=- . ~ iC 70S&IIlInt8.I01 .2oS '819-'., ... _ eIZ&Lopa iC I.,ffl{j~' :~o:::space : i~E: ..... ;;g~·· E~~rn E~~~t 
j. .... ;,.JI;t.:...~ .... - iC 404I/Z5.VDI .. cn\t)' - lIZ 5. VDI ....... " Tow .... .()IdKL51 514R._d -tc 
Located Just behind the ~~~::I:1 ':;~ :;:~ements t ~~! rifK:a':~~t =.:~;' 5=~~: iC 
Sugar Tree is for singles .. or for close friends. Visit our one ; ~ 514S. Beveridg ... I, 5J4S.lIeveridge.J. 409 S. Beveridge SOOI!. College iC 
bedroom apartments. They're less than ;240_00 : iC '::r..~~ a!!1.!s_ :::: ::::::: ::~ ~= iC 
monthly and water is free. Country Club iC 306 W.Cbeny S06 w. Cbeny 508 S. Beveridge 61Z S. Log... iC 
is for threesomes. Our prices are less iC :::: = .. ';1 :: ~a:: ::,~ !.~=Be n ::!:. ::' ... d iC 
than $180.00 per person. and our Pool ~ :~~;:~ • :oo':~~ ~ 
is deliCious in the :.prine and summer iC Sl'9 III S. tJaJII Available 507 W. PlaIn iC 
Call me, Carol, Monday through Saturday ~ Fall & ~:f~rb~21989 iC 
__ 52_9_-4_51~~ __ 51?_-4_6J_J__ ************************* 
Page ~ii •. D~iJ} Egyp!idn, Aprill7. 1989 
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C-REAT lOCATIONS, SPJ.CiOUS, 3 ; 
and ,. bdrm hou ... behind I 
Recroation Center. 5<19·1497 aher 
1 pm. , 
4·19·89 2529BbI38 I 
1 AND 2 BDRM hOu .... and ,. du~. Beginning .--, IUmmer, 
:as1a1, polo ok. 457'4608, 457· 
4·21·89 2687BL,140 I 
~~S~tr~~r~~ I 
quoel area. 451·.5276. I 
4·2.·89 259&141 
3 BDRM UNFURU. Ii ..... 915 W. ' 
SycnIhDl"8, -I. Aug. 15 1 yr. I .... 1 ~.:~ ;:. .. .s:9~3fr~~ yard, 
5·10·89 26998b153 
2·" BEDROOM HOUSES, 
~.'f.;.f.e.'*.'~/=: 
Call 457 ·4030 0IteI- 3 pm. 
"·26-89 273ABb 143 
~~~ .:tL~~:.:ty:; 
~;,.$~:'W'.="" no 
,.·17·89 2841BbI36 
!j~R~~" ~.,::':",~.J i tt leaoe• 1001 E. Parle. 549· 'I 
5·10·89 30.caBb 153 
lNCREDtBIf 4 8DRM near ihOReC I 
Center, lorg8 Jiving room. j 
Cathedral ceii"ll wilh ceililljj ":! I ~~'~:~"l; 
carpor1 ....... labIe Auguol. $720. 
Also GYOiJol»e. ·~"er'" houM on i 
~~1~9~;3 ~.194 '" I' 
5·2-89 294yBb147 
~i:!~~am~.i.!'~ 'I' 
and 5 bd ...... No pets. 't'9.4808. 
~t~ RJRNISHEO 1!?oeBb,::.. 
campu •• I yr. lease and MCUnly I 
=';~~~~1. May 20. 
4·20-89 2899Bb139 
N,W. C'OAlE; 'l bedrooms. 
i!::'~ Gt"&-75c;t' gas 
4·21·89 2965Bb140 
BEAUTlFU., J BORM hOUSe. 1 1/2 
hath, aI/ached garage, wId 
hoo~up, 215 Hanseman. avai!'I' ~J6. Call 549-3238
Jil76Bb149 
M·8ORO. RJRN. 1 8DRM hOUSe; 1 
:="'f.~~:t~ I or2 'I 
4·21·89 ~"O 
HOUSES FOR fAIl, 3 • DC, 
wId, qui:t... cIo.e.~~ $390 , 
1!it:! ""'" 14~iO~5J I 
AVl>Jl JUNE 1. 3 bdTm hOU;eJ;; 
Ioa.e. 515 W. Ibgclan. 1·439·3737 
:~)798. 3OI!2bb139 I 
~::.~;,:~. ~:"'::il.ocG;': I 
""""I 5~:]'2187 
,5~-a) 301 3Bbl 51 
All Of out ho_ haVe been 
=·a'i.!~ and,.,:t2Ci:': 
mobile homes reft. Sea ou¥ od 
under m0b01e home. Cal 457·7352 
01'529 Si77. 
SAVE 540 PER monlh. 2 bdrms. 
Ideal lor coup,," or .ingl •. No .. 
5160 10 5130. Quia. dO .. 10 SIU. 
~~'dpS;;~I~~Uc~~ 
Park. 
~ 17·89 13931lc136 
DEEP DISCOUNT fOR Summer, 2 
~OO: ~":.h' J::Js p~~a~: 
1539: 
5·10·89 17008c153 
EXTRA NJCE 1 ana 2 bdmI. 12 ana 
!:':;'~'::r::!;':'m;;, 'to:,,: 
pets. S49-0491. 
~·17·89 38551lc136 
, JMMER AND fAll 230 
Han ...... an SIU 1 mil •• 2 bdrm, 
quiet pO<k. Summer roles. 5~9· 
8238. 
5·10·89 3025Bc 153 
WHY ~OOM WITH 4 ar 5 
:'hI"'..!'1. t'sr2!- :"S~ the 
mo. Pel> o.k. Call 529·4444 'I: 
deloils. 
~R9NCM' WHILf l"'J!?1~ 
good choice. 10-12·14 ft. wide. 2 Ond 3 bdnn. Prices _ at $125. 
CoIl 529·4UC. 
iE\j9RJRN. 2 bdfTJI. ~::!!, 
uhde1inned~ very clean, quiet 
:=1.':' L9~~' ... pets, 
4·17·89 28278cI36 
SUPER NICE SINGLE or dOuble 
occupancy, located 1 miie Irom 
SIU. NOlural gas .'nnh .... d. air 
~:::.~;~~;j~ lu~.::~he~t".:g~!6 
:~:: ~~~ ~-:n'::Jli:n~·::tit 
foil and Winter. Call .~noi. Mobile 
Home~, 833·5415. 
5-2-89 30511lcl41 l 
NEWLY REMODELED 2 BDRM, ; 
5175 mo. $125 securily dep. ' 
sprirog oem. Carico Trailer Court, ; 
11 06 N. CariCD. 457 ...... 22. l 
5·"'·89 3079& 1.d9 ! 
IN oulEt PARK, 2 mi. Eo 01 C'dDIi 
12.65, 2 bedroom • .- cGlJ"!l, 
deck and shed. $190 per month. 
457·7355 aItor s pm. 
4·28·89 2981Bc145 
PRIVATE COUNTRY SETIlNG, 2 
:!:.T' ~mNo~~=.and 
~·9·1W 31701lcl52 
14X65 lWO BDRM. c/o, wId. 
fum. dose 10 Dirf>act. 12 me lao.: 
457·5664. 
"'·18·89 31288c137 
~~=:~I=~t'Ei ! 
~8~' 457'~'29Bc137 I 
1978 ONE BORM. tnQb,lO-,;;;;;;;;2 j 
mi. E. 01 Cdale. $1SO mo., $100 : 
dalT.oge • .:all 549-0153 or 457· ; 
~92~.89 3?55!\c1 i 
NICE 2 BORM, fURN, CQrpeI~, I 
;~.~a~.;:e.~~c~~ I 
OroundSI40_bdi"'.21>11.. .... I 
"':::..son.t:i\~ == l ~5 E. Pori:. SI-.'I! M.f- 1:~1 
5pm.529-1324. . 
6·13·89 32568<.1 541 
SUMMER AND/OR FAll 14 wides 
f&R bedroom, central air. 
~k,':~~t.~ ~;'s38t. r': 
;:-~ I-e message. No 
4·20-89 267AIlc14Q 
COAlE SMAll. OUIET """"II! hOIIle 
~rIc. ExceIlenlior 9""! ""denl •. 
su2","!:.· 5~U;5'(0< °1~IL ~1j05~~ 
2432",684·2663. 
~·21·89 28101lc140 
fQR"":lfNf. 2 bdfTJI troil8i. MoibU 
Trailer Pool.. Cheap. 529·5<128. 
~·25-89 27141lcl~2 
2 IlORM ClEAN, lkirting. onchOfi; 
lurnished, and mare. Ayailable 
_. E. Paol.. No poolS. 529·5505. 
5-10-89 26181lC153 
COME TO BR·I>JRE MObile Home 
Paol. lor the lines! in 2 and 3 bd.m 
homes. Our homes ....., ~e1y 
~':-~~:;\~J ~~~'w':ii 
mainlained. Sum""" rates. Sorry 
:' ~E.~,~.~ 1':5".:,: 
Sat 10·4 pm. 
4·26-89 2';:dllc:d3 
MURL1AlE HOMES. I 
CARBONDALE. we,1 01 CIlmpu,. 
onp;·hoif I";;le We!t ~r MlJrdole 
Shopp; 'q C~nl .... at Old Routh 1 J 
We.' (W ... I Murphy>bo,o Roaell 
and Norlh Towel r.oad. Very 
convenif'nl mol ion, easy oc(es.s, 
obout ...... ~ mile. ob~ul six minUiesc 
to camp ..... or downlown, and b 
food ~rM. 1o,; .... dr-omats.. service 
ltations, and SIU Ai!port, n .... 
~~';,t: ~.:~f~.;!~ :; 
=: ~~d.~u~~c:OO~~;'~ • .h;:. 
and private. Eoch h<.ne i, 12.52 
feel, with two bedrooml 
qJpfOJeimotel)' the same $ize 01 one 
end. wi.h large both in between, 
:'z~)J~;t~li:i::ot:J~:!h= e;:d insulotion on pe(m~ne"1 
~og~:d=n",j·~.~:;t,,;t=J 
lepara'", .recteE wooJ walkin 
f!:.~J'~ =i!~i:!i~~ ~:! 
mow Iawn,~ ren'K)lll'e ~ -.ow from ~ity 
iidewal~", pny ror normal refuse 
NICE TWO 8DRM unfurn.air. 
l'iT:i~~:'57':'.;;'~ efficienl, 
5·10-8... 26221lelS3 
2 BDRM fURNISHED 6038 
;~~~52QYoil .• ummer only. Call 
4·17-89 301511e136 
COUNTI<Y, 1 BDRM. carpel, 
~~ ~3:~r' hutiling 
Ef!Be:.~ :',I,;!. ;~~1'43~ , 
removal Ilnd !loeC.lIrtly lights.. Well 
s:~~sr7~~:~:,~:i 
4·2.·89 31091le141 
2 BDRM APT. furni.hed, air 
condilioned, hardwood lbo .. , do ... 
'0 campu •• 5425, 121 I W. 
Schw<>rfZ, 529-1218. 5.49·.i930. 
5·1089 31051le15J !4r~Pn~;e~E~ IL:j;:~:: Illc:::!~ffiE~!:;~:::]:1 0< 684· 2663. 5·3-89 30706cld8 COALE NEAR CEDAR lake, 
11><70. 2 bdrm, 2 bath, on 5 acr .. 
with pond, deposa, ref.....-.ces. Cal 
~7-6125. 
A·24·89 30106cUI 
~p.,~~d~;n~c:fti 
maintain, specJol wmmer rales. 
weier, luiniihe<! 529·1329, 457· 
4938. 
5·10-89 30068c153 
,,~ ~::. ~.':'!i priv. 
15. ~,;;: $125; fall $150. :;J. 
8417. 
4-26-89 .ll!..OIlcl~ 
I OXS5~ I2X5S, AC. good conJ, 
and Spring onI~ 52.0 1-'" "",nih 
two e::"""" bI~ce Q' 71 I Sou'" ~~r u1!;:~;).(~:li(~~7 ~;~~ :! 
529·5777. 
,4·28·89 27.47 T A3I\c1A5 
i LOWESl PRICES ARCll.ND! $1251 
2 bdrms., 2 mi. North. dean parl. 
I ~.~8?',_u •. 5<l9J~~139 
I 
d=~[=·:~=.:::!=,~=.::~=",~2m='::,=:~;=:".~:;=::,'=':':;I 
1 
i 
BRAND NEW SPACIOUS 2 bdrm 
.ownhome on I)Qr~ Sireel. 
Cathedral ceo1ing with cei~ng ian. 
~;ic~~e.;t GI~~!~Qc~::~ 8'Se:Bb 
, ,,,,oil,.,.., Ausuol. Chri', 457·8194 
or 529·2013. 
5=2-89 29461ldl ",7 
li[',:;:::~:.~~:~!::~::::,11 
NICE fUR"ItSHEO ROOMS uti~'ia 
included, reaoonable rales. 549· 
283l. 
8· 25·6-1 24[ ... IIlA 
~~:~~T!l~~~~,;j :r~ 
and ~t ,er, cable TV~ dos.e 10 
~?sOao r:. t;la;ammer. foil. 
5·10·89 26678/153 
~~!;~ 8~~, ~~~~,\t~~~ 
per week while they loot. Call 457· 
5115 
5·\0·89 253381153 
! 
OWN ROOM IN nice 1 M, m 
house. Clea~. lurnished, washer, 
DC. ~95, May 15. 457-6802. 
~~9 AND fEMALE/~.;tal ~! 
3 bd"" hau ..... Carpeting, qui .. 
area. !>29·1218, 5<19·3930. 
5·1C·89 310dBa153 
ROOMMATE WANTED FOR fall 
_. Nice =' bedroom hat· .... 
!l"t~.I"J uijl. 457·5591, 
~·18·89 3159Ba137 
GARDEN PARK, fEMAlf roommate 
wanted, Newer apI. lor spring & 
~'I ~T27 ':"s;:~93Mat u. 
4·18-89 31l6Bal:;7 
~~':5~~"'" mu5/ -e. E¥e> 
5·1 ()'89 32368c 153 
2 BlOCKS fROM Tower. on Pal[ 
2 bdnn lurnished. carpeted, a/ c, go. -'iance.~able TV, ~ery • , __________________________ ~ .....
~~~*Eh12EF: More For Your Rent Dollar 
Laundromal. Parkview Mobile 
~sj,.,.soo;f,y~.~.f : 
6·13-89 32578c15<1 
Carbondale Mobile Homes 
Lots Available 
• CABLEVISlON 
• LAUNDROMAT 
• FREE LAWN SERVICE 
• LOCKED POST 
Starting at $155 a month 
Starting at $75 a month 
OFFICE BOXES _ 
• FREE a'tY, WATER &. SEWAGE 
C!~~~~::; : ~:~~~~~~CK-UP 
North Highway 51 
549 .. 3000 
~.~(s9 ••• ' 3178~1.52 I 
[;'::~i~1 
~;r:n~2h!r:r:5,c:roIpe~:: , ~8-il~175 moo 985'~~illcl45 1''F~i!~iiiiiiiir!!!;!;~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~;;;;;:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'!~ 
J Ii I Office located 
29 YEAr IN Mable Home and I One Stop Hous ng Wall Ii. GunpU5 
WEST Of COALE, I 10 3 bdrm, ' 
renI. $145·$200. Includes water. : 
/rash, and lawn, ..... 1abIe in Mot 
Space Renlal.. Fe< knawleci~ 01 I 
:t::::1e ~ 1~·m=.Wlih,: " "" -----ruff Serve1r,es 457-3321 
oppoinimenl neceosary. Reduced ! ,,~\.: Open Monday 
or 0I.687·1873 .... enin. 
·17· 9 75 1 
!:''::h:~ ~;{3'b':d~ ; i *Loricz Mczllczn. Brokczr 111m Saturday 
homes. Gb .. "" Mobile Home parle.. ' 
UMMU AND All, :<30 
Hansemon SIU I ma.. 2 bdrm, 
qui .. parI<. Summer rates. 457· 
619) or ;>49-8238. 
4·17·89 2632&136 
• CAblevision eP. __ 
~Ij~~. d ~.c:o,,::w!n~t; 
Home Pool. .. dote b<.ampU" RI. 51 
S. S~9·A713. 
5-1()'89 26531lc153 
• Laundrom.il Srrvica ., Olfi«" fuU ~ on premi5e 
e Quid .. C ..... Emrironmnd • Sony No P"!IS 
Off East Park St. on Warren Rd. 457-51610 
Malibu Villagv 
Now Renting 
for Summer &.. fall 
Large Townhouse AptS., 
now offering wmmer discounts. 
Hwy 51 Sou..o Mobile Homes 
12 & 14 wide. with 2 & 3 bedrooITlS, 
locked mailboxes. next to laundromat, 
9 or 12 month lease. Cable Available. 
-Like new 2 Bedroom at 
1004 Carico -Sharp 
carpeting, cabinets, the 
work, $195 perperson 
-Heated garage in this 2 
Bedroom at 306 Oakland 
Starts June, &, 75 per 
person 
LIVE YOUR BEST DAYS AT 
CAMPUS SQUARE 
Aoartments 
Trail,West ..• 
Great (or Crack ••• 
·Come see the newest addition to our family. 
These well designed residences offer all the 
Quic12 Bcdfovm, ""hind Carbondale 
OinK.. Offer new carpeting, 
lighlcd pMklng. ...:uri!y and economy. you'd expect . .. washer, dryer, 
• .Jnd more. Choice iOGltions are still 
Come visit us Monday thru Saturday. • 
AUT. Woodruff 
Only $350.00 monthly. 
Hickory Glade in DcsoIO is wonh I"" 
drive. 1 dean bedrooms cOSI c"'\l( 
$265 manthly; Starts l~nc or August. 
0 ... bedroom ea."'"'y just behind 
UniVCf~ily Mail. ULilities paid. , .only 
-South West 3 Bedrooms 
(or family only. $575 
monthly starting August 
IS ... MuSf see. 
The Convenience ••• 
The LOQ/ion ••• 
ThePJ1ce ••• 
The Comfwt ••• 
, Resident MNL18er 
~r.r. l" {~r~J , -L-
- ... ~­
~-~~ 
$300 n"",thly, stans "'"gusl 1 5. 
r .... kTownc 
-Centro I Air, Duplex 
securit ria this DeSoto 
bedroom $185 monthly. 
Stdrts June or August. 
CMnpus Sqwue ••• All New 2 Bedrooms 
Across from Meadow Ridge at Wall &. f"ampus 
Is prrft"C1 for the prMcssion.l1 
With extr.a large bedrooms, separale: 
kitdtcrn.. separate dininG rooms., 
Yoo'lI hove room 10 expand. Porch or 
balcony wi'" each apanmenl 
& ex;tra stOJli.&c &t no additional char,;e. 
Behind Catbandalc Clinic $395.00 
monlhly 
Make Next Term 
The nest Term 
of Your Life 
Meadow RJdge 
Surprisin!,l/ AffOl"dJzble 3 Bedroom Townhouses 
wun washerld.-yer & microwave oven 
From $185 monlhly 
Meadow Ridge 
Wall & Campus Drive 
457-3321 
Economical one bedroom apartmt:nts 
just 6 miles from SIU 
OaoIo AI $185. 
Giant Step Up In 
MOBILE lfOME Living 
2 lit 3 Bedrooms at 910 B.,.ark lit 710 Eo College 
trom $120 per peI'5OlJ 
.creal New Localions 
eSlOrage Bllild;.~g 
-Lighted Parking 
eSwodeck. 
"'eaturing: 
Cenlral Air. Cable IV ,Washer/Dryer. Na.tural Gas EfTu:icn. > 
Close 10 Campus 
Call Lorie or Aura 
457·3321 
[!_('Mo_·-'_H_~hl5]r:e_WEEn.1 
'.' . '. ~-:;*--»>~*: ~.'" :4ki" -:-$; '---';-' -- ".- . ::~. I 
lOT FOR RENT. 12. 55 or unoIIer. 
$50 a ..,.,., South wood. Pori .. 
529-1539. 
5·1089 17018h153 
COALE WILDWOOD MOBILE 
home Pari.. !arga lot on c;;.,rn Cily 
Rd. 529·5331 or 529-5878. 
"'26-89 3W8hl.3 
ONE SU8LEASER NEEDE" lor 
""""181"_ Geor~, oc. 1 bdrm. 
nice SUO mo. CoIl 549-6193_ 
4-20·89 312681.139 
fEMALE SU8lEASER NEEDED lor 
summer in large house Quiet oreo. 
7i~~ .. caII54~'13~·123B1:137 
FOR S0MMER: lARGE 2 bdrm lux. 
"JA. III Georgeiawn S266 mo. Col 
549'4145. 
5-10·89 3136B1:153 
SUMMER SUBlfASfRS NEEDED. 2 
~: r:"::~~u;~, '$ci 0'5°':: ~~~: 
549-8581. 1 10 3 people. 
.-19·89 li-!!a ~=~~.d~,;;j 
~Ar--' 549.33~6OeklAl 
S'OiIEA~'RS NEEDED fOR 
Summer, .- 14 i0oi wide Iroila-. 
=:!~/ J='::,\~~ 
529·5658. 
A·l 9-89 3234sJ.138 
~~~ .... =!E~. 
529·5001 all)'Iime. 
4·21-89 32506k139 
j OR 2 SUlll.::ASfRS 10< ... m~. 
lux. apI .• lurn. yr, 1 bloc!. Irom 
=9
ond 
.sir". 457'~~~~8lclA;l 
AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flighl i 
Allendonll, Trovel t ga~I., I 
MechDn~ Cus.lomer St--.rice. I 
t::eI~';lion>ieoc!i rl\0~5~'1. 
6000 ExI. A-9501. 
6-28·89 2012C163 
BE A STAR w"h Avon. Exlro 
eor,,;~ • If) 10 ~ commiuionf 
wI! time or port lime. coli Maley 
549-6176 or loi.9B8-1326. 
A·26·89 3835CI4:s 
WAITRESSES AND DOORMEN I 
....d.od. doonn.n should be 01 '-
6 h. Ion and 200 lb.. Apply in 
person 01 Gcmby.1or boIh. 
4-20-89 ~1~ I 
GOVT JOBS $16..040~,2 I 
yr. Now hiring. call 111 805-687-
6000 Ext. R-9501 lor currenl I 1ederaI~1I. 
8-1=89 2013C182 
GO-GO DANCERS NEEDED_ 
~ ~~"Jt:;·~S:J.~7-
4·17-89 283'7(136 I 
UVE~N HOUSEKEEPER CClrbOOdOIO I 
orea. send res-ume to: Joe .. es : 
~. 2461 W. MoinjI76C139 
BUSINESS OFFICE CLERK 
(must have ACT on file) 
Afternoon work block required 
Approximately 20 hours 
per week. 
BUSiness Majors preferred 
Application Deadline: 
Wed., April 19 
Pick up Applications at the 
Communication Bldg., 
Rrn 1259, Daily Egyptl:m 
Page 18, Daily Egyptian, Apn117, 19m 
PREGNANT? 
call BIRTHRIGHT 
F_Preglllll'lq'T8IIing 
ConfiaenlialAui_ 
549-2794 
215W. Main 
HEADING fOR EUROPE this 
swm. (or 0II)'Iimel' Jet Ihore Iron. 
Chicago, DeIrOiI, or C1e.aIand lor 
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Relief pitching carries Cubs to sixth straight win 
PHILADELPHIA CUPI) -
Chicago relievers increased 
their perfect save record to 
seven Sunday, matching the 
number of consecutive vic-
tories the Cubs reached with a 
5-3 v!ctory over the 
Philadelphia Phillies. 
Mitch Williams saved his 
sixth game of the season for 
the Cubs, who last won seven 
in a row June 8, 1983. Williams 
came on with one out in the 
ninth after starter Rick Sut-
cliffe walked Darren Daulton 
and pinch-hitter Dwayne 
Murphy. 
The hard-throwing Williams 
struck out Von Hayes, the 
league's leading hitter, and 
after RBI singles by Tom Herr 
and Chris James, got Mike 
Schmidt on a game-ending fly 
to right field. 
The Cubs, 8-2, have had 
seven save situations this 
season, and nailed down all of 
them. 
"Williams was a big factor," 
Cubs Manager Don Zimmer 
said. "But the key pitch was to 
Schmidt in the first inning. We 
could have been knocked out 
right there. " 
Philadelphia's first run 
came in the first inning when 
Hayes doubled and scored on a 
Herr single. After a single by 
Chris James, Sutcliffe sur-
vived by getting Schmidt on an 
infif!ld pop up for the first out 
of tl:.e game. 
Sutcliffe raised his record to 
3-0 and allowed only six hits. 
He also singled home two runs 
to highlight a three-run fifth 
inning that put the Ct!,bs in 
command. 
"We're playing well, but 
we're also having a little luck, 
like that Sutcliffe single," 
Zimmer said. . 
Chicago scored in the first 
inning when Mitcb Webster 
singled. moved up as Ryne' 
Sandberg walked, and scored 
on a two-out single by Mark 
Grace, who later robbed Chris 
Jamf'S ar.d Darren Daulton 
with defensive plays at first. 
The Cubs took the lead, 2-1, 
with an unearned run in the 
fourth. Shawon Dunston 
walked, stole second and took 
third on a throwing error by 
catcher Daulton. Jerome 
Walton bl'ought him home with 
Single? 
We· ... Rvallable. 
To DoVour 
Wash That Is! 
Drop It Off 
Fluff-Drv Laundry 
)effrcry Laundromat 
311 W. Main 
7am til Midnight 
549-1898 
l~fg)~:n~;~I~mr[Mm~I{::;~~~§iI;f};1~~I;ii;iil!~'I!;'I~:1 allowed only two singles the rest of the way. Barry Larkin was hit by a 
pitch leading off the game and 
took second on Chris Sabol's 
;'ingle. Eric Davis walked, 
loading the bases, and Kal 
Daniels singled home two 
runs. 
had singled, from second. 
Blue Jays 15, Royals 8 
a sacrifice fly. 
Sandberg ope:led the fifth 
inning with a single and took 
third on Grace's single. Vance 
Law doubled in Sandberg to 
put the Cubs in front 3-1. 
Dunston was intentionally 
walked, but, after Joe Girardi 
fouled out, Sutcliffe singled to 
leftfor two runs and ~ 5-1 lead. 
Cardinals 5, Mets 3 
ST. LOUIS <UPU' -Ozzie 
Smith had three hits arid two 
RBI Sunday and Jose DeLeon 
pitched a four-hitter, lifting the 
st. Louis Cardinals to a 5-3 
victory over the New York 
Mets. 
DeLeon, 2-1, struck out five 
in going the distance. DeLeon, 
1-9 against the Mets entering 
the season, has bea ten them 
twice this year. 
He gave up two homers to 
Darryl Strawberry, who hit his 
first of the year Saturday in a 
loss against the Cardinals. 
Mets starter Bob Ojeda, 0·2, 
went four-plus innings. 
Smith, who came off the 
disabled list Saturday, is S-lor-
Ii in two games. 
St. Louis scored a run in tile 
fifth for a 3-2 lead. Vince 
Coleman led off with a bunt 
single and stole second, his 
seventh stolen base of the 
season - all against the Mets. 
Coleman is 46 for 46 lifetime 
against the MelS in stolen 
bases. After Smith walked, 
Terry Pendelton lined a single 
to left to snap a 2-2 tie. Rick 
Aguilera relieved Ojeda and 
worked out of the inning, 
receiving a break when Gary 
Carter threw out Smith trying 
to steal third. 
E •. pas 5, Pirates 4 
PITTSBURGH mPH -' 
Hubie Brooks' pinch-hit 
sacrifice fly scored Nelson 
Santovenia with two outs in the 
11th inning Sunday, giving the 
Montreal Expos a 5-4 victory 
over the Pittsburgh Pirates. 
Santovenia led off with a 
double against Jeff Robinson, 
1-2, and took third on Damaso 
Garcia's groudout. Brooks 
followed with his fly to center 
to make a winner of Joe 
Hesketh, 2-0, who pitched two 
innings of one-bit relief. 
Tim Burke retired the side in 
order in the 11th for his second 
save. 
The Expos tied the score,t 
4-4 in the eighth with the help 
of an error by Bobby Bonilla, 
one of three committed by the 
game's two third basemen. 
With two out and Scott Medvin 
protecting a 4-3 lead, Bonilla 
failed to field a ground ball hit 
by.Tim Wallach. 
Dodgen; 2, Astros 1 
LOS ANGELES (UPI) -
Tim Leary pitched a five-hitter 
and Mike Marshall homered in 
the fourth inning Sunday to lift 
the Los Angeles Dodgers to a 2-
1 victory over the Houston 
Astros. 
Leary,. 2-1, took a two-hit 
shutout into the ninth but gave 
up three hits and a run in the 
Braves 7, Giants 2(1stgame) final inniug. Leary struck oui 
SAN FRANCISCO <uP!) - six and walked none. 
Gerald Perry belted a three- After surrendering a double 
run home'run and had four to Billy Hatcher in the fourth, 
RBI and Tommy Gregg drove Leary retired 13 In a row. 
in three runs Sunday to help During this stretch, Leary 
the Atlanta Braves snap the struckoutfour. 
San Francisco Giants' four- 'K~n Caminiti opened the 
game winning streak with a 7-2' ·'Dinth· with a single to snap 
decision in the first lJame of a Leary's string of 13 straight 
double-header. outs. Leiu.y··retired the next 
The Braves took a 6-2 lead in two ba~ before Rafael 
the second inning, scoring five Ramirez singled to right for 
runs to make a winner of John his second hit of. the game, 
Smoltz, 2-1. Smoltz went five advancing Young to third. 
innings, allowing two earned Hatcher followed with aD RBI 
runs, eight hits, and striking single to left, making him 8 for 
out five. 18 lifetime against Leary. 
Gregg had a two-run single 
in the second and Perry hit the Athletics 3, White Sox 2 
three-run blast, his second CHICAGO (UP!) - Walt 
homer of the season, off loser Weiss, back in the starting 
Kelly DOWns, 2-1. Downs went lineup after missing two 
five irmings, giving up seven games because of the flu, 
earned runs. He allowed eight smacked an RBI Single in the 
hits and walked one. ninth inning Sunday to give the 
Reds 5, Padres 0 
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (UPI) -
Rick Mahler pitched a six-hit 
shutout Sunday and Herm 
Winningham and Jeff Reed 
homered in a five-run first 
inning to lift the Cincinnati 
Reds to a s-o victory over the 
San Diego Padres. 
Mahler, 1-2, pitched his 
seventh career shutout and 
first since 1987. He recorded 18 
groundouts, walked one and 
struck out two. 
San Diego starter Ed 
Whitson, 2-1, pitched eight 
innings, giving up eight hits, 
walked three and struck out 
one. After giving up six hits in 
the first inning, Whitson 
Oakland Athletics a 3-2 victory 
over the Chicago White SIlX. 
Chicago tied the score 2-2 in 
the eighth, but Oakland 
knocked out starter Eric King, 
0-3, in the mnth. With one out, 
Terry Steinbach and Stan 
Javier hit consecutive si" gles 
to put runners at first and 
third. Weiss then greeted 
reliever Donn Pall with a 
Single to right to score 
Steinbach with the go-ahead 
run. 
Dennis Eckersley, 1-0, 
picked up his first win of the 
year in relief. 
Dave Henderson put the A's 
in front 1-0 in the third inning 
with a single to left after two 
out, scoring Weiss, who also 
TORONTO CUPI) - Jesse 
Barfield hit a three-run home 
run in the fourth inning and 
Kelly Gruber drove in six runs 
and hit for the '-'Ycle Sunday to 
lead the Toronto Blue Jays to a 
15-8 victory over the Kansas 
City Royals. 
Barfield's blast to left field, 
his fourth homer of the season, 
helped the Blue Jays to bounce 
back from the Royals' six-run 
first inning off starter Dave 
Steib. 
With two out in the fourth 
and the Royals leading HI, 
George Bell doubled, Fred 
McGriff walked and Barfield 
followed with his blast off Bret 
Saberhagen, 1-1. Saberhagen 
was making his first relief 
appearanee since Sept. 14, 1986 
after lasting just two-thirds of 
an inning Saturday. 
David Wells, 1-0, pitched 
four innings, allowing two 
earned nms on six hits while 
striking out three and walking 
one in relief of Steib. 
Saberhagen allowed three 
earned runs on two hits while 
walking two and striking out 
one. 
TwJns t. Yank_ 4 
NEW YORK (UPl) - Gary 
Gaetti homered twice and 
drove in six ,runs Sunday to 
lead the Minnesota Twins to a 
9-4 victory over the New York 
Yankees. '" 
Gaetti, who went 4 for 5, hit a 
three-run homer in the third 
and added a two-run shot in the 
seventh, giving him three 
home runs on the season. He 
also singled home a run in the 
fifth and tied a career high 
with six RBI. 
Brewers 4, Indians 3 
MILWAUKEE mPH ~ 
Glenn Braggs greeted 
Cleveland reliever Jesse 
Orosco with a bases-loaded 
single in the lOth inning 
Sunday to give the Milwaukee 
Brewers a 4-3 victory over the 
Indians. 
With the score tied 3-3, B.J. 
Surhoff opened the 10th with a 
single to center. Mike Felder 
pinch ran for Surhoff. After 
Gary Sheffield flied out, Robin 
Yount laced a double. 
.. .is related to the beaver. 
This dizzy little beast is unable 
to walk a straight line. 
It's a good thing weavers 
don't drive! 
STFlEiC:1-I 
•••• YOUR MIND WITH ART, 
FASHION AND DESIGN 
DOES THIS SAFARI BfAST REMIND 
YOU Of YOURSElf OR ONE Of 
YOUR FRlfNOSl 
SOMe PeOPLe 
eNJOY A DRINK ••• 
NOBODY 
eNJOYS A DRUNK 
Interior Deelgn, Faahlon Design, 
Advertising DesIgn, Illustration, 
Fuhlon MefChandlslng. Photography 
Transfe~ up i'O 60 credit houlS towanI a BacI'l8ior of 
Arts der.ee. 4-year SA ancl2-year AAS deg:ees in 
specialIZed majors. Write or phone for c:r..a.It)g. 
ur COU~GE OF DESIGN 
• Ii Y v 0 G U E 
Chicago c.~ttlS: Phone: (312) 280-3500 
Self Over Substance ~ 
i, parI 01 Your Student Health \ 
I'rogram',WellncssCcnter ' ••• ~ 
401 N. WablUoh Ave., Chicago, IUinois 60611 
Woodflei~ Cam~: Phone: (312) 619-3450 
600 Woodfield On .. ,., Schaumburg, Illinois 601 {j 
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Rose claims commissioner 
will prove he did no gambling 
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (L"PI) -
Cincinnati Reds Manager Pete 
Rose says he will be cleared of 
wrongdoing by the baseball 
com.missioner's office and has 
nothing to hide from the In-
ternal Revenue Service. 
Rose, meeting with repor-
ters in his San Diego Jack 
Murphy Stadium office, denied 
Sunday's story in the Dayton 
Daily News, claiming he 
owned part of a winning Pik-
Six ticket connected with fraud 
charges against his former 
friend, Tommy Gioiosa. 
Gioiosa was indicted for 
fraud in connection with the 
$47,000 Pik-Six ticket he 
cashed Jan. 16,1987. 
"I don't remember where I 
was that night and I think I'd 
remember if I won that kind of 
money," Rose said. 
"Whenever somebody hits a 
Pik-Six ht that track (Turfway 
Park, Florence, Ky.> it's 
always mine, it Deems. I could 
be in Timbuktu, but that's just 
the way it is." 
Rose said he's not worried 
about eitber the com-
missioner's inquiry, led by 
special counsel John Dowd, or 
the IRS investigation. 
"People who are worried 
jump off bridges and I can 
walk over any bridge in the 
world," he said. "You only 
worry if you have somethir~ to 
hide. I have nothing to hide. I 
pay more taxes than everyone 
in this office combined." 
Rose said he did not declare 
race track winnings on his tax 
reports because "I don't win. 
Nobody does. I'm glad I don't 
lose as much as people thi. k I 
do and I wish I won as much as 
people think I do." 
Rose declined requests by 
network television crews to 
appear on camera. 
"There is only one man I'll 
tell my story to and that's John 
Dowd," he said. / . 
Rose said Gioiosa and 
another former friend, Paul 
Jaczsen, . are' in "scary 
situations . 
AI Unser, Jr., wins at. Long Beach 
for 211d straight y?ar-over Andretti 
LONG BFACH, Calif. (UPI) 
- Al Unser Jr., who ended the 
AndreW. domination of the 
Grand Prix of Long Beach las~ 
year, established his ,own 
dynasty Sunday with another 
victory o~ the shoreline street 
course - again an~ expense 
of the AnJrettis. . 
Unser collided with Mario 
Andretti on· the 84th lap, taking 
the Jea.d from the three-time 
There was nothing I could do. " 
An' angry Andretti, who 
hitched a ride back to the pits 
on the side of SOD Michael's 
car,offerecinoforgiveness. 
"I find it difficult to 
congratulate him," said 
Mario. "He just punted me out 
of the way. This is the second 
time in six months he has done 
that. He did that in Miami (the 
last race of 19'38). If that the 
way he want to play, it's pretty 
sorry." 
Unser won last year, 
breaking an Andretti 
stranglehold in the first four 
years of Indy competition on 
the seaside course. 
~~i~;~f~~~fila"ps~C:: SA~UkK RREN~~~EX .HANGE 
rjnth Indy car triumph. all on , ~ 
road courses. 
Michael Andretti's Lola CHECKS CASHED WESTERN UNION 
~:~l~ni~~!.,s 1~~ * t 990 Passenger Car &.. Motorcyde 
Chevrolet. He was followed by Renewal stickers 
Emerson Fittipaldi, Bobby • Private Mallboxes £or rent • Travelers Checks 
R.1hal and Ri<-k. Mears. Raul • TIti &.. b_gls tl • No PubU Boesel, Arie Luyendyk, Danny e No: tra on tary c 
Sullivan, Derek Daly and Tom 5ervIce • Money Orders 
Sneva eompIeted the top 10. Plaza Shoppf,. Ceater ~ S. ''''no; .. c.rfHNtcMle 54'-3202 
Unser, who had led most of r~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:~" the way from t e pole position, 
lost the lead to Mario during 
the final pit stop. His car then 
bumped Andretti's Lola 
CheVl'olet in heavy traffic 
ent.eringTum3. 
"I ain't ~ttjl'lg the blame on 
anybody,' said Unser. "I did 
the hitting. It was my faull 
They all stopped in front of me. 
ACTION,=---
from Page 24 
day. Three runs scored in the 
first inning of the opener 
giving the Salukis the 
momentum they needed for 
the 6-3 win. 
S'.)pnomore outfielder 
Sh!l !Ulon Taylor went 3· -l with a 
StolflD base and freshman 
shortstopCberyl Venorsky and 
j'ohannsen each went 2-4 with 
one RBI. Robinson went the 
distance for the win. 
The second game was a one-
run game with t.he Salukis on 
top 2-1. 
"The second game was 
anybody's game, ,. said 
Brechtelsbauer. 
Sophomore outfielder Kim 
Tummins' fifth hit of tiri! day 
scored Venorsky for the 
winning run. 
Puzzle answers 
'101, - V 
NEW REALITlESJ GREATER 0iAU...ENGES 
Keynote Address By Richard Keeling, M.D. 
National Expert on AIDS and Chainnan of the American 
College Health Association's Task Force on AiUS 
TUESDAY, APRIL 18 7PM 
SIUC Student Center Ballroom D 
AIDS AWARENESS WEEK APRll17-21 
Cavaliers defeat Bulls 
for fifth time this season 
RICHFIELD, Ohio <UPI) 
- . Larry Nance scored 26 
points Sunday afternoon to 
lead' the Cleveland 
Cavaliers to a 111-92 win 
over the Chicago Bulls in a 
game in which every player 
on both teams scored. 
This marked the fif~ time 
this year the Cavaliers have 
beaten the Bulls and the 
,ninth ti:ne in the last 10 
.' regular-season meetings. 
They'll wind up the regular 
season in Chicago next 
Sunday before advancing to 
the playoffs. 
Chicago took an early 
lead, 21-19, on baskets by 
Michael Jordan and Bill 
Cartwright in the first 
quarter, but a layup by 
Nance tied it and another 
layup by Brad Daugherty 
put the Cavaliers up to stay 
23-23. 
Cleveland stretched its 
lead to 32-27 at the end of the 
quarter and steadily pulled 
away. 
Ron Harper finished with 
21 points, Daugherty 15, and 
Mark Price 13 as well as a 
game-high 11 assists. . 
Jordan led the Bulls with 
22 points, although he 
played only three quarters. 
FREE THESIS COPIES 
Buy 4 sets of your thesis, diSt 'ion 01 
research paper on 25% rag an' .K.aive 
5th set FREEl 
KOPIES & MORE 
607 S. Illinois Avenue - 529-5679 
COMEDY FREE LIVE COMEDY EVERY 
WEDNE~DAY 
NIGHT IN THE 
STUDENT CENTER 
BIG MUDDY 
ROOM 
en 
AT 9:00 PM 
School tpt VQll Ii.,.," 
i non """" WaI""""" Y"'" nip 
tD CUt \.,.., oad laugh at.n. ho. __ 
-.I'up comodians in Ihe businea! 
Enjay lhehilatityaf"",r/avcwi.., 
~ comed"ns.-y 
W...&.eod.,...,9:OOp.m. in lheaJl..-
<comedy Cellar," locarcd In "'ollie 
Muddy Room af Ihe Sluderu:Cena.c; 
.r.duadr FREE af c:huJel 000'( be 
aiticl: in Ihe IIOId. Come join Ihe 
fun, IaugIu. pilla JPOdol .. ond FREE 
tDIcerw in "lhe Amtde." eoery 
Wedneoday night '" 9:00 in Ihe 
"Comod, Cell ... at Ihe SlUdent 
Cent(! 
WED., Apr. 19 
MUlIc.ian. aoncwriteB, comedian. Bi.zarr~. 
wack, hilarioUl. 1hcu &R pan IIOfDC ci the 
_ whid> ...... daorlbe dU< dark. ... 1,. 
landed (.Ith the f1,h. prop', three· 
heackd)mu:ruina. Fonaer', me lead 
\IGalar. .. imr.l..ndk~pL.,noi. 
.""""""'hoilc<l.N ... J...."..t.ock 
bmd. Paul not oniy conOnueri hill mt_lal 
aldawon. but hu ventwed into Klint 
mel COft'.Itdr • _ill. TNly lin enrnuinu, 
.wdtene:CI han f.lIen 'n love wtm h.il 
h .................. londoltenoloo.wieh, 
wane< ~i<:..,.1e. A ..,..la, of the 
No. V-d """""" cJ.b "CHit. r .... had 
op"""..d on Tho Tonirh< st- wllh Don 
RicHa, ]"I • Mille Douet.. Show, and 
c.o....d,TonJeIu"'ilhBilttqp. H._ 
1POted New J~. II Ouial ENcruintr. 
aadpllachkdCMoilZOc:omedianlln .... 
Adantic.Oqt~c:antest:.in.dd,tlon.. 
Paul c;o.-wrott. and 'Urfed In .. tJ:kwilion 
pilot whOle i\l~JU inch. ~ed Rodney 
Dlnecr{lCld and sr.r Sardl WW~ John 
Mendou. Don'r m.W. thil ad.--you eoru 
aeektobelM-vcirl 
Also Appearing At The 
Comedy Cellar 
From 6:30 • 8:30 
"ACUTABUV" 
The SIU School of Music 
Student Jazz Combo under the 
direction of Harold Miller, 
Assistant Professor, 
SIU School flf Music 
~ ft 1J 
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Men's tennis team 
sweeps 3 matches 
By Paul Pabst 
StaH Wpter 
There's no place like home. 
That is what the men's 
tennis team is saying after 
sweeping three matches this 
weekend on i.ts home courts. 
The Salukis beat Evansville 
8.{) on Friday, Indiana State9'{) 
on Saturday, and Bradley 8-1 
on Sunday. The men won 26 
consecutive matches before 
losing the No.2 doubles match 
against Bradley. 
Coach Dick LeFevre said 
that he was pleased that his 
team did well, especially 
against conference foes In-
diana State and Bradlev. 
"Everybody played ,i.·ell, the 
score shows that," LeFevre 
said. "The teams we played 
~ had ;;;)()(\ fir')t and second 
singles but they lacked depth. 
We were 5tronger down the 
line" 
In Sundav's match versus 
Bradlev the- Saluki:.; took all of 
the singles matches. No. 1 
singles Joe Demetercu won 6-2, 
Hi, 6-2, No.2 Jairo Aldana won 
5-7, 7-5, 6-1. The other Salukis 
won in straight sets - !\lo. 3 
Mickey Maule 6-2, 6-1. No.4 
Juan Martinez 6-2.6-1. and No. 
Il George Hime was victorious 
6-4. Ii O. 
LeFevre said that winning so 
manv conference matches this 
weekend will help the Salukis 
during the conference tour-
nament. 
"If a player has a bad reeO! d 
against the conferenc~, he will 
get a tougher seeding," 
LeFevre said. "We need as 
many wil's as we can to help us 
in the tournament." 
The weekend sweep ~aises 
the Salukis reeora to 8-17. As 
LeFevre planned, the ~ough 
early-season schedule has 
produced a number of wins 
late in the season. The Salukis 
ha\'e won four in a row. 
"We prepared by playing 
tuugh teams early." LeFevre 
saId. "1 think it's paying o:f. 
Our record isn't pretty but 
we're playing as tough as any 
team in the conference." 
Injured women lose 2 
By Paul Pabst 
SlaHWriTer 
The hobbled women's tennis 
team dropped two of its three 
matches this weekend. 
The Salukis met up with 
Wichita Slate, Drake, and 
Southwest Missouri State. 
Friday and Saturday at Forest 
Park courts in S1. Louis. The 
squad lost to both Wichita 
Stale and Drake by scores of 6-
3 and 5-4, respectively, but 'he 
Salukis ramed together to get 
by the Bl'ars 5-2. 
~cb Judv A.uld said the 
''injury situ?tion With No. 1 
singles Beth Boardm3.n and 
other players hurt the teams 
chances this we~kend. 
. 'Without Beth and with Lori 
Edwards still hurting, we went 
into st. Louis a little flat," 
Auld said. "The matches were 
still there for us to win. I think 
even with the injuries we 
should have done a little 
better." 
Cherebetiu, normally at No. 
2 singles, was bumped up to 
the No.1 spot and handled the 
job by winning 2 of her 3 
matches. 
With all the s:ngles players 
;"!',Oving up a notch, Julie 
Burgess got her chance at No. 
6 singles and didn't let the 
opportunity pass her by. 
Burgess won aJI three of her 
matches 
~.,... "",-~ 
~AIl~~ 
An Day, An Night Happy Hour 
3 Bt'ers For A Buck 2 for 1 Mixed Drinks 
Hangar Hotline 549-1233 
100 W. Walnut Carbondale 
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Men's golf team finishes sixth 
in Morehead's Eagle Classic 
By David Gallianetti 
StaHWnter 
Men's golf coach Lew 
Hartzog has no problem with 
his team giving a good ef-
fort. It's just that little extra 
that sometimes spells 
disaster. 
After shooting a season-
low 296 Thursda v, the 
Salukis combined rounds of 
306 Fridav and Saturdav to 
settle !or- 908 and a sixth 
place in the 12-team Eagle 
Classic at Morehead, Ken .. 
this weekend. 
"We played exlfemely 
well the first day, and found 
ourselves in second behind 
Louisvilie," Hartzog said. 
"From then on, I'm not too 
sure the .kids did:1't try a bit 
too hard. We would bogey a 
hole and try to get it right 
back with a birdie. When you 
do that, you're in truuble." 
Louisville won the tour-
nament with a 885, 
l\.Iorehead \\oa:: second at 888, 
Delta State third at 900, 
Southwest Missouri fourth at 
901 and Cincinnati :ifth at 
907 
Mike Cowen led the 
Sa'ilkis with rounds of 72,75 
and 78 for 225. Spall 
Leckrone finished with 74,74 
and 78 for 226, Brit Pavelonis 
with 74, 80 and 75 ior 2<."9. 
Mark Bellas with 77, 77 and 
79 for 213 and Sean English 
with 76, 83 and 75 for 234 
"I really felt, when we got 
down there, with the teams 
that were in it. I would not be 
upset if we finished lOth," 
Hartzog said. "There are 
only two teams I really 
thought we could beat, 
Middle Tennessee and 
Tennessee State." 
Olajuwon, Houston nip Mavericks 
to gain fifth straight winning year 
DALLAS (lIPI.1 - Akeem 
OIajuwon rallied Houston in 
regulation and Otis Thorpe hit 
the game-winner with 1:39 
remaining in overtime Sunday 
to brillg the Rockets a 114-112 
decision over the Dallas 
Mavericks. 
The victory ensured the 
Roc:.ets a franchlse-r('ard 
fifth consecutive \"inning 
season and all but elimir:3ted 
the Mavericks from playoff 
contention. 
Another los.' by Dallas or 
another \\:" by Portland 
during the final week of the 
season will give the eighth and 
final playoff spot in the NBA 
Wesc' to the Trail Blazers. 
Houston overcame a 22-point 
first-quarter deficit after the 
Mavericks scored the game's 
first 13 points. The Rockets 
climbed to within 14 at the half 
and 11 after three quarters, 
tying the game for the first 
time at 104-104 with 35 seconds 
remaining in regulation. 
Rolando Blackman's shot to 
win the game a t the end of 
regulation was block~, with 
the Mavericks protesting 
heatedly that Blackman was 
fouled on the shot. 
Tl}orpe gave the Rockets a 
114-1l2Iea1 with 1:39 to play in 
overtime, and neither team 
could score after that. Dallas' 
last bid to tie the game failed 
at the buzzer 
Philadelphia 76ers defeat New York Knicks 
PHILADELPHIA (UPll -
Charles Barkley sank 2 free 
throws with eight seconds to 
play Sunday to help the 
Philadelphia 76ers defeat the 
New York Knicks 115-112 in a 
preview of a likely first-round 
playoff matchup. 
Barkley's free '.brows gave 
the 76ers a 113-112 lead and, 
after a New York turnover, 
Mikt' Gminski sank two more 
and with two seconds to play 
for the final margin. 
G minski led. the 76ers with 25 
points, Barkley had 22 and 
Hersey Hawkins added 21 as 
Philadelphia won the season 
series from the Knicks 4-2. 
New York, which rallied 
from a 26-point deficit to take 
the lead, received 16 points 
each from Patrick Ewing and 
Mark Jackson. 
Ewing's jumper gave the 
Knicks a 112-110 lead after his 
two free throw~ had brought 
New York within 111-110 with 
1:02 to play, Ewing sat out all 
of the third quarter 
A Workshop On 
Cultural Violence Against Women 
Wednesday 
April 19 
"""m""~' ~ ~\ Mississippi Room 
Student Center 
Ho"! does our culture influence the prevalence of violence against women? 
Join us in discussing some answers to this question. Everyone is welcome to 
attend one or all of the following presentations: 
,/ "Rape Culture" Noon-lpm 
Presented by Valerie Johnson of the Sociology Dept. and Rape Action Committee. 
,/ "Sexual Harassment" 1-2pm 
Presented by Nancy Bandy PhD., Assistant Athletic Director for Studetll Services. 
./ "In Love or in Danger? When 
Relationships Turn ViC' lent" 
2-3pm 
Presented by Beth Firestein, PHD., Women's Services Coordinator and Counseling 
Cenler Staff. 
,/ "Date Rape, A Personal Discussion" 3-4pm 
Panelists include Veronica Davison, Coordina:or of Rape Action Committee; John 
De:chmann. PhD. professor in the Educational Psychology Dept, and member of 
PREP; and Susan Powell of Women's Services and PREP. The Moderator for the 
panel will be Bernie Newman, PhD., &cial Work professor and member of Rape 
AClion Committee and PREP. 
Sponsored by the Program for Rape Education and Prevention (PREP). 
Women's Services ar.j the Campus Safety Fee Board. 
Men's trac~~ team disappoints 
coach with weekend display 
Thatcher visits stadium 
day after soccer tragedy 
By Paul Pabst 
<;taffWriter 
The men's track team en-
joyed a we('kend of good 
weather and horse races while 
in Hot Springs, Ark. 
Unfortunately, according to 
Coach Bill Cornell, the team 
didn't t'njoy much success on 
the track. 
"Everything was conducive 
to good performances," 
Cornell said. "Weather, good 
competition, we dIdn't rise to 
the occasion. The team didn't 
perform up to our standards. 
We are a better team than we 
showed. I'm dis'iapointed and 
so are they." 
Saturday's meet saw thP. 
Salukis place sixth in the eight 
team field. Arkansas won with 
108 points, while SIU-C scored 
36 points to finish ahead of both 
Oklahoma and Oklahoma 
State. 
The tulk of the Salukis 
scoring came from sprinter 
Erick Pegues and weight man 
Eric Bomball. 
Pegues took second in the 
400-meters in a time of 47.76. 
Teammates Kevin Steele and 
John Stinson took 4th and 5th, 
respectively. Pegues also 
anchored the third-place 4 x 
400 relay Wim of Stinson, 
Steele, Donnell Williams, and 
himself. The relay squad 
finished one second behind the 
winning Oklahoma team in 3 
minutes 11.51 seconds. 
Bomball, who had his season 
best in the discus, placed in 
two field events for SIU-C. He 
threw 53 feE't 7lh inches to 
place third ir. the shot put and 
was fifth in the discus in 134-10. 
"The 4 x 400 team was in it 
all the way, they were nipped 
at the end," Cornell said. 
"Bomball is showing same 
real consistency, he's starting 
to round into good condition." 
Another field event that saw 
a Saluki place was the triple 
jump. Leonard Vance jumped 
48-6lh to seal a third-place 
showing. 
Cornell said that the lack of 
quality performances was nat 
because of physical condition 
"We are in great physical 
shape," Cornell said. "The 
guys weren't prepared 
mentally. We look great in 
workouts and something 
happens when they hit the 
track against compt'tition." 
The team got a special treat 
in Hot Springs, their own horse 
race. The second race at Oak 
Lawn race track was named 
for the Salukis. According to 
Cornell the team had a good 
time at this speci'il e"t:nt. 
"The kids and the coaches 
loved the races," Cornell said. 
"Instead of just running and 
sitting in a hotel the kids got to 
see sone intere.ting things in 
the town. It was a good ex· 
perience. " 
SHEFFIELD, England 
(UPI) - Prime Minister 
Margaret Thatcher visited 
the Hillsborough soccer 
stadium Sunday a day after 
94 people were killed by a 
surging crowd and an· 
nounced an investigatio(1 
into Britain's worst sports 
disaster. 
Flowers and cards were 
tucked into the stadium 
gates where the chaos 
began Saturday shortly 
after the start of a semifinal 
game of the English 
Football Association Cup 
between Liverpool and 
Nottingham Forest. Sunday 
church services also were 
held in remembrance of the 
victims. 
150 miles north of London. 
treated 170 injured flins. 
mostly yaung men. Offlc._:S 
said ·17 of the 71 still 
hospitalized were in critical 
condition, several with 
brain damage frl)m oxygen 
deprivation. 
Less tr.a n 24 hours af'.er 
the disaster, fans of two 
rival Dutch soccer teams 
clashed in Amsterdam, 
prompting baton charges by 
riot police to quell the 
violem.e which left at least 
27 people injured, 
authorities said. 
A police spokesman said 
24 people were arresl:f><:l and 
held on <:u:.picion of inciting 
the ,,!Olence, which :>C-
curred before, during and 
after a game between ar-
chrivals Ajax Anlst .. rdam 
and Feyenoord of Rot-
terdam. 
WOMEN, from Page 24------
Police said 94 people were 
crushed to aeath when late 
arrivals pressed into a 
standmg-room section for 
Liverpool fam" crushing 
those inside against a 
spiked railing designed to 
keep specta tors off the field. 
The gate eventually 
collapsed. 
Although British soccer 
has been plagued by rioting 
and hooliganism in recent 
years, police cited no 
reports of intentional 
VIOlence Saturdav. The 
disa::.ter was the' second 
major soccer staJiurn 
melee in four vears in-
volving Liverpool.-
more than last year's team 
leader and the season isn't 
over yet." 
Rosanne Vincent breezed to 
a victory in the 800-meters in a 
time of 2:14.65. Vincent held 
with the pack until the second 
lap, when she kicked in and left 
the competition behind. 
"Rosanne turned it on in the 
last lap," DeNoon said. "She 
just creamed everyone after 
that." 
Adding a distance victory for 
the Salukis was Jane 
Schumacher. She ran to a 
personal best time of 4:34.20 i'l 
the 1,500-meters to gain the 
victory. 
The final first-place victory 
for the Salukis was the 4 x 400 
relay team of Michelle 
Williams, Carmen Robhins, 
Vincent, and Danielle Sciano. 
Vincent gave the Salukis the 
lead with her 56-second 
opening leg. Robbins and 
Williams widened the gap to 
almost 3O-meters by the time 
anchor Seiano took the baton. 
Seiano never let up as the 
foursome ran to a victory in 
Intramural-Recreational Sports 
volleyfest '89 
We're stililcoking for six more teams for 
the Springfest Day tournament schedu:e . Pick 
up rosters at SRC Information Desk, and return 
them at the Mandatory Captain's Meeting, April 
19, at 7pm in the SRC Conference Room. Reid a 
team of Students, Faculty, and Staff and join in 
some friendly competition. Call 536-5531 for 
more information. 
3:50.80. 
Davis ran to the second-
fastest lOO-meter time in SIU-C 
history :0 finish second in 
12.07. 
Tel"vision reports 
brought home the tragedy to 
million of Britons as the 
dense crowd could be seen 
struggling toward the field. 
Two hospitals in Sheffiel:i, 
Dachner, a freshman walk-
on, placed third in the javelin 
in a throw of 129-9. 
"Both perfo.-mances v.'ere 
surprises," DeNoon said. 
"Davis has been improving 
eVI;!" since she transferred 
here. Jamie couldn't throw 
over 100 feet a month ago, and 
in practice nO'N she throws 140 
feet sometimes. 
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passing. the teams got into an 
argument, leading to the ex-
pulsion of a SEMO player. 
Jayver Luque led SIU-C for 
90 minutes, showing skillful 
ball control and precise 
The International Soccer 
Tournament final game will be 
played next Sur day at the Rec 
Center fields. 
lntramura\-Recreat\ona\ Spor\s 
Creative Outduurs Crinic 
April 24, 7-9pm 
SRC A~semb/y Room East 
Leam oul joor activities for groups 
liftAmerica 
April 29, Sam-Noon, 
Student Fiecreation Center 
ii"~( Join in :nis fund raiser for Soecial OlympICS through weightlifting and aerobics )--.:::..-.r-~""3. ·U~t_\y._\fJ Tennis Instruction L~ April 17-May4 
Tennis Courts #5 & 6 
Mon & Wed or Tues & Thurs classes. 
Beginner. Advanced Beginner, & 
Intermediate ~ev(:ls. 
Private, Semi·private, and 
\1Vups lessons available . 
• Fees R~llired 
':~---.1:·.:z·Jt?"~· Two Person Canoe Race 
-- k:--?'~ April 26, 4pm 
~"f":;",:,:,,':::- Lake-On-The-Carr.jlus 80at Dock 
Men's and Women's & CoRee Dl\IIslcns 
FrisbeE Distance. Accuracy. 
_ & Time Aloft Contest 
April 19,4pm 
Grand Avenue Playfields 
Men's and Wr :'len's diVISIOns. 
Frisbe~s r,!misheo. 
Golf Clinics 
CII'1I(' #. P;;chi"9 & ChlQD r,o' 
April 24, ~7pm 
Grand Avenue Playfields 
el,n·c "2 T'"8 tJeG:a' Gl"'C; 8' GJT 
April 27, ~7pm 
Grand Avenue Dlayfields 
• Fees Required ior Golf Clinics 
For more information on regls:[a:,on oeao:lne.~ t, ,'C': !I:'" eo. c,' ;'~es, p,e3se CG~:ac: :~t 
Student Recreation Cente' Infor' at. 0 ", D,·~" 5::;S5~;3< J 
Dally Egyptian. April 17. 1!11'''. Pa~{'2:1 
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Baseball team struggles with Bradley 
By Troy Taylor pleted a big game at the plate. game Wednesday and at with his game-winning blast. The Salukis got three runs in 
Staff Writer He went 3-fru--5, r.ad 3 runs Creighton next weekend for a Bradley's Steve De Paepe the fourth, highlighted by 
Last week, Bradley slugger batted in and scored three four-game series. was the winning pitcher, Derek Shelto,:\'s run-:s~ring 
Jerry Mitchell took a crack on runs. working the last 2 1-3 innings. doubl~ and TlUl DavlS tw~ 
the head and fO..ooed up with a Although SW-C captured the SW-C's offense, which had Shane Gooden (0-1) threw the RB I smgle. . . 
concussion that W2! suppwed second game 10-5 behind four been dreadfully Silent, did last 3 2-3 innings for SIU-C for In .the four-run fifth, ~Ick 
to keep hlm out of the lineup. innings of no-hit relief pitching awaken Sunday. Brad the loss. Chris Bend started Daffil~o ~d a tw~RBI .trlple 
. But Mitchell had fully by sophomere Dale Meyer (4- Hollenkamp went 4-for-S, and Paul Conn added an inning and Glegl.!ng a two-RBlsmgle. 
recovered for the four-game 4), Bradley won the series including two home runs, three of relief for the Salukis. ~ the SIXth, Kurt Endei?r~ 
Missouri Valley Conference thanks to a 6-1 and 4-lSweep of runs and 4 RBIs while Doug In the second game, Meyer tripled and scored on a Shields 
seri gaO t the Salukis nd the S' ~'ukis Saturday. Shields contributed three hits took to the mound with the fly ball 
es a . lOS • ' a Bradley went to 24-12 overall and two runs in the first game. score tied 5-5 in the fourth, and On Saturda . Tony Ardis 
he made It clear With a crack and 4-4 in the conference. The Shields, Ed Janke and Matt be blanked Bradley for the d Phil C ~. ch doubled 
ofhisbal Salukisareatl8-17and3-5. Giegling each doubled as part next four innings. He struck fongive Brtin D:i::r <7-0 the 
In t.~ f'.rst game of Sunday's The Salukis have seven of a five-run rally in the sixth out three and walked two. pitching victory for Bradley. 
doubleheader at Meinen Field games schedu!ed this week. that put SlU-C briefly ahead 6- Brian Shouse (4-3) was the Meyer was the losing pitcher. 
in Peoria, the Salukis led by They play Southern Indiana in S. loser for Bradley, giving up Shields and Hollenkamp had 
one run in the last of the ninth a doubleheader Tuesday at seven hits. three hits each. 
when Mitchell belted a two·run Abe Martin Field before Holl~nkamf1's second home Mark Hokanson pitched the In the second game, Mike 
homer that clinched a 9-8 embarking on a five-game run, a two-run shot with two first 3 1-3 innings for the Grace struckout 10 for the 
victory for the Braves. road swing. They are at outs, put the Salukis ahead 8-7 Salukis. He allowed four runs victory. Sean Bergman (4-3) 
Mitchell's home run com- Eastern Illinois for a single before Mitchell came through on five hits. was the !"Sing pitcher. 
Softball team 
splits action 
onweekend 
By Douglas Powell 
Staff Writer 
The Saluki softball team 
added a pair of wins and fa pair 
of losses to its Gateway 
Conference record over the 
weekend to move its record to 
14-11 overall and 4-2 in the 
lp.ague. 
Wichita State's pitcher Patty 
Bautista had 98 strikeouts 
before Friday's doubleheader 
in Wichita began. But after the 
nightcap had ended Bautista 
had 18 more strikwts to add to 
Ler record. 
"She is the strength of their 
team," said Saluki coach Kay 
Brechtelsbauer. "She pitched 
brilliantly. 
SlaffPholDby 
Women 
run well 
at Eastern 
By Paul Pabst 
Staff Writer 
The women's track tt:am 
came back from the Eastern 
Illinois Invitational with six 
first-place finishes against a 
number of Gateway Con-
ference opponents. 
Saturday's meet featured 
SW-C battling with Purdue, 
Illinois State, Indiana State, 
Western Illinois, host Easterr: 
and a number of oUrer teams. 
Men runners 
disappoint coach 
-Page 23 
"As long as Patty is on the 
mound Wichita will be a 
conference contender. She can 
make our batters look at the 
good pitches and swing at the 
bad pitches!' 
Members of the SIU-C soccer club, shown In Southeast Missouri Saturday. It was the first 
white, go after the ball ct.uIng their victory over ~ forthe SIlJ.Ctearn. 
"The meet wasn't scored," 
coach Don DeNooil said. "But 
if it was I think we would have 
won. Purdue would have been 
a close second. " The Salukis dropped the i"lI'St 
pair of weekend games to 
Wichita by a scores oi 2-1 and 
4-0. Saturday's games against 
Southwest Mi."souri fa ired 
better for the Salukib with two 
wins, 6-3 and 2-1. 
SIU-C soccer club claims victory One athlete that kept the 
Sa!ukis on top was sprinter-
hurdler Kathy Raske. Raske 
bettered her own school record 
in the l00-meter hurdles, 
winning the race in 13.63 
seconds. 
in first cornpetition of new season 
In the opener against 
Wichita, junior second 
baseman Shelly Gibbs had an 
RBI double that scored the 
Saluki's solo run. Freshman 
outfielder Kim Johannsen 
went 2-3 with a triple. 
In the second game the 
Salukis were blaued by 
Bautista who racked up eight 
strikeouts. Junior catcher Jan 
Agnich and Gibbs both hit 
doubles. 
Sophomore Lisa Robinson 
and sophomore Traci Furlow 
were tagged for the losses on 
the moundfor the Salukis. 
The Bears proved a little 
ersier for t&e Salukis Satur-
See ACTION, Page 21 
By Fern .. ndo Fellu-Moggi 
Staff Writer 
The SW-C soccer club is 
undefeated this season -
maybe because its first game 
was Saturday. 
The SW-C team, a selection 
of international students from 
various interna tional teams, 
defeated the Southeast 
Missouri SOCed' team HI at the 
Rec Center soccer fields in a 
friendly match that was the 
first competition for SW-C. 
Alan Harasimoviwicz, ad-
viser of the local club, said he 
is trying to put together a 
coliegiate team· diat can 
compete with· other soccer 
..:lubs of the area. 
M. Ali Firouzi, president of 
the International Student 
Council, said the team was 
composed of members of 
various international teams 
that played in two tour-
naments sponsored by ISC. 
"They are not real teams. 
They don't train throughout 
the year," Firouzi said. "They 
just get together and play." 
Although an unorganized 
team, SIU-C dominated the 
first half of the game with 
powerful attacks that kept 
SEMO in its own tenitory. 
SW-C missed excellent goal 
opportunities because of a lack 
of organization. But its shots 
were still dangerous, keeping 
SEMO's goaltender busy. 
SIU-C's score came with 38 
minutes gone in the fll'St half, 
when a Saluki rebounded a 
corner shot and put in between 
the posts. It was the only score 
of the day. 
The lack of training started 
to show in the second half. 
SEMO also showed fatigue in 
weak attempts for advance. 
Toadd to the excitement, the 
two teams realized they were 
not playing by the same rules. 
In a discussion, with the 
referee, the teams discovered 
SIU-C and the referee were 
playing by international rules 
while SEMO was following 
sligbUy different collegiate 
nJles. This misunderstanding 
led to tempered discussions, 
but DO major changes in game. 
Near the end of the game, 
See SOCCER, Page 23 
Later Raske added a per-
sonal best 24.60 in the 200-
meters to place second. She 
continues to edge closer to the 
NCAA 100-meter hurdles 
qualifying time of 13.60. 
Jumper Christiana 
Philippou notched a pair wins 
in the long jump and the triple 
jump. She Jumped to a 
distance of 19 feet 5 inches in 
the long jump and 3H1,2 in the 
triple. 
"KB.thy and Christiana both 
woo pretty handily," DeNoon 
said. "Christiana bas scored 
217 points for us this year and 
Kathy bas scored 180. That's 
See WOMEN, Page 23 
Women's basketball team signs final 1989 recruit 
By Troy Taylor Lake College, signed a 
Staff Writer national Jetter of intent 
Women's basketball coach Thursday to play at SIU-C. She is the second player to pledge 
Cindy Scott can finally file this in this signing periiA and the 
season's fat recruiting folder fifth for the recruiting season. 
away and breathe a sigh of "I think with the addition of 
relief - even though an empty Cheryl, we've gOt ourselves in 
envelope with "1990" scrawled good shape inside," Scott said. 
on it awaits her. "Successful programs are 
For the moment, at If'.ast, the strong inside. As a JUCO, she 
Salukis' future is secure. can help us right away ." 
Cheryl Weis, a 6-2 Weis, who averaged 23 
sophomore center from Rend poinLS and 8 rebounds for Rend 
Page 24, Daily Egyptian, Aprill7, 1989 
Lake this season, completes a 
list of six newcomers that will 
highlight next season's 15-
player roster - of which only 
two are returning starters. 
Incoming freshmen from the 
early signing period: 6-2 
center Kelly Firth of 
Springfield, 5-11 forward 
Tiffany Bolden of Kansas City. 
Kan., and 5-10 guard Angie 
Rougeau of Memphis. 
The other newcomers: 
Wednesday's signee, 5-7 guard 
Anita Scott of Sl Louis Nor-
mandy High Sc~ a~ San 
Diego transfer Alison Smith. 
Coach Scott said she was 
intent on bringing another 
center into the fold to com-
pliment 6-2 sophomores Amy 
Rakers and Cyd Mitchell. 
her back to the basket. It's a 
dimension to the post game 
that we don't have.' 
Weis was one of two double-
figure scorers - shooting 59 
percent from the field - for 
Rend Lake, which finished at 
19-14. 
. Weis,. who will study print 
"There are times when are JournallSm, also showed in-
offense was anemic this year," terest in Gateway rival In· 
Stott said. "Cheryl is a post diana State and Alabama. 
piayer that likes to play with Birmingham. 
